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“Fevers of Curiosity”Charles Baudelaire and the Convalescent Flâneur 

By Matthew Beaumont 

This month marks the 200th anniversary of Charles Baudelaire’s birth, the French poet famous for his 

descriptions of the flâneur: a man of the crowd, who thrived in the metropolis’ multitude. Following 

Baudelaire through 19th-century Paris, Matthew Beaumont discovers a parallel archetype — the convalescent 

hero of modernity — who emerges from the sickbed into city streets with a feverish curiosity. 
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Odilon Redon, Cul-de-Lampe, 1890. A lithograph from his series Les Fleurs du Mal (The Flowers of Evil), 

inspired by Baudelaire — Source. 

We are used to thinking of Charles Baudelaire’s most famous archetype, the flâneur who saunters through the 

metropolitan city, as a supremely self-confident inhabitant of the mid-nineteenth century streets — a 

“passionate spectator” of their multifarious life-forms. The flâneur, after all, was a middle- or upper-middle 

class man who, fascinated by the multiplicity and variety of city life, freely resided “in the heart of the 

multitude”, as Baudelaire put it in “The Painter of Modern Life” (1863), “amid the ebb and flow of 

movement, in the midst of the fugitive and the infinite”.1 He could afford to savour its constant, contradictory 

stimuli not least because he stood, or strolled, at a slight distance from the hustle and bustle of its everyday 

life. Relishing its rhythms and rhymes, the Baudelairean flâneur read the metropolis as if it unfurled before 

him like an immense, complicated poem. 

The role Baudelaire ascribed to his “passionate spectator” was to act as an exquisitely tuned instrument for 

monitoring but also conducting the contradictory energies of capitalist modernity. This phenomenon — 

capitalist modernity — was a state of permanent social and existential transformation. In Paris, its experience 

had been decisively shaped by the urban reforms that Emperor Bonaparte and his prefect Baron Haussmann 

forcibly introduced in the aftermath of the 1848 revolution. For, in “blasting a vast network of boulevards 

through the heart of the old medieval city”, as Marshall Berman puts it, they turned it into a theatre both of 

military pageant and — in the context of the arcades and, later, the department stores — of consumerism.2 

But the flâneur glorified by Baudelaire was never in fact the comfortable, complacent bourgeois stroller that 

had been so fashionable in the 1840s in those illustrations and journalistic sketches known as 

the Physiologies. As late as 1867, the French historian and journalist Victor Fournel was presenting flânerie, 

which he sketched in terms of “drifting along, with your nose in the wind, with both hands in your pockets, 

and with an umbrella under your arm, as befits any open-minded spirit”, in positively seraphic terms.3 

Two flâneurs from Charles Philipon’s Les ridicules series, ca. 1825. Philipon is perhaps best remembered for 

his caricature of King Louis Philippe transforming into a pear, which Baudelaire called “the pyramidal and 

olympian Poire of litigious memory” — Source. 

In “The Painter of Modern Life”, by contrast, Baudelaire was already emphasising the flâneur’s restless, 

unsettled experience both in the metropolitan street and in his own skin. Baudelaire’s often peripatetic life as 

a bohemian poet in Paris, shaped by privation, rebellion, and a taste for narcotic substances, lies behind his 

reconfiguration of the flâneur. This is neatly captured in a “Self-Portrait under the Influence of Hashish” that 

he sketched in the early 1840s — for there, standing in the nocturnal city, a scruffily dressed Baudelaire stares 

suspiciously at us from beneath a cloud of intoxicating black smoke. 

 

https://www.nga.gov/collection/art-object-page.30289.html
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn1
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn2
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn3
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/of-pears-and-kings
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/%E2%80%9Chttps:/www.parismuseescollections.paris.fr/fr/musee-carnavalet/oeuvres/la-flaneurs%E2%80%9D
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Baudelaire’s famous metropolitan archetype, then, was far more haunted or even hunted than the one 

purveyed in the contemporary illustrated periodical press.4 This can be glimpsed in a poem like “Le Soleil”, 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn4
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from the Tableaux Parisiens section of the second edition of Baudelaire’s Les Fleurs du Mal (1861). There, 

the impoverished poet describes venturing out alone (“Je vais m’exercer seul”) in search of the poetry of the 

city’s streets: “duelling in dark corners for a rhyme / and stumbling over words like cobblestones”.5 Like the 

French language, here the French capital is a distinctly hostile environment. So is the poet’s own body. By 

this point, racked by debt, Baudelaire was addicted to laudanum; mentally and physically ill. The writer as 

walker has become an embattled, almost tragi-comic figure. 

 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn5
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Baudelaire’s self-portrait under the influence of hashish, ca. 1840. Note the comet on course to collide with 

his top-hat — Source. 

It is those pedestrians who, like the struggling poet of “Le Soleil”, find themselves damaged and discomfited 

as they negotiate the city’s streets that interest me here. The frailer kind of flâneur, so to speak… In 

particular, I am concerned with one of those alternative archetypes useful for capturing the experience of 

metropolitan modernity with which Baudelaire complicates the flâneur — the convalescent. And my focus is 

on the moment when the urban convalescent, in spite of frail nerves, takes his first, reckless steps in the city 

from which he has been temporarily exiled, and experiences a sense of freedom at once tentative and abrupt. 

The streets — which he approaches cautiously, still a little feverishly, at first perhaps as an observer who 

must half-protect himself from the impact of the city — are the site of the convalescent’s groping re-

engagement with everyday life. 

This almost morbid state of sensitivity to the city, associated with the aftermath of a sustained illness, typifies 

the experience of what I want to characterise, in a deliberately Baudelairean formulation, as the convalescent 

as hero of modernity. The convalescent, and especially the male convalescent — who for social reasons to do 

with the restrictions imposed by patriarchal society, becomes less physically restricted than the female 

convalescent, less confined to the domestic domain — is in spite of his infirmity and decrepitude not 

necessarily confined to the sick room. He moves out into the world, albeit tentatively, and is temporarily free 

to relate to it in terms that are almost purely aesthetic. 

The idea of convalescence as an aesthetic disposition probably originates in Samuel Taylor 

Coleridge’s Biographia Literaria (1817). There, the convalescent’s experience of his environment is often 

directly compared to that of the child, because the convalescent’s delicate receptiveness to life — a helpless 

openness to unexpected or half-forgotten sensations — has something of childhood’s brittle innocence. For 

Coleridge, convalescence also has an innate poetic intensity. In the first volume of the Biographia, he 

characterises genius as the capacity “to combine the child’s sense of wonder and novelty with the appearances 

which every day, for, perhaps, forty years, had rendered familiar [sic]”. The “prime merit” of genius, he 

continues, and “its most unequivocal mode of manifestation”, is “so to represent familiar objects as to awaken 

in the minds of others a kindred feeling concerning them, and that freshness of sensation which is the constant 

accompaniment of mental, no less than of bodily convalescence”.6 

In convalescence, then, the whole world is made strange. In this state even the most ordinary individual 

relates to life like a Romantic poet. Coleridge — at times an almost full-time convalescent himself, especially 

when living in Highgate, outside London, in the final, drug-addicted decades of his life — captures precisely 

the state in which I am interested when he refers, rhapsodically, to “the voluptuous and joy-trembling nerves 

of convalescence”.7 

For Baudelaire, with his focus on modernity, the convalescent is explicitly an urban poet, albeit one indebted 

to the rurally-inflected Romantic tradition. Convalescence, as he argues, “is like a return towards childhood”, 

for “the convalescent, like the child, is possessed in the highest degree of the faculty of keenly interesting 

himself in things, be they apparently of the most trivial”.8 

Baudelaire primarily derives his interest in convalescence from Edgar Allan Poe, specifically his “The Man of 

the Crowd”, a short story first published in Graham’s Magazine in December 1840. This strange fantasia, set 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/%E2%80%9Chttps:/commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Portrait_de_Charles_Baudelaire_sous_l%27influence_du_hachich.jpg%E2%80%9D
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn6
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn7
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn8
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in London, where Poe had lived and been educated between 1815 and 1820, is the preeminent instance of 

urban convalescence in literature. Poe himself, incidentally, probably derived his theoretical interest in the 

convalescent from Coleridge, whom he read with passionate attention, and whose conception of 

convalescence he deliberately urbanises and modernises. 

 

 

The Convalescent, a 19th-century coloured line engraving by C. Cousen after Myles Birket Foster — Source. 

The narrator of “The Man of the Crowd” first recalls the convalescent state he has recently inhabited in the 

story’s second paragraph: 

Not long ago, about the closing in of an evening in autumn, I sat at the large bow window of the D– Coffee-

House in London. For some months I had been ill in health, but was now convalescent, and, with returning 

strength, found myself in one of those happy moods which are so precisely the converse of ennui – moods of 

the keenest appetency, when the film from the mental vision departs […] and the intellect, electrified, 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/%E2%80%9Chttps:/wellcomecollection.org/works/gcn2w5d6%E2%80%9D
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surpasses as greatly its every-day condition, as does the vivid yet candid reason of Leibnitz, the mad and 

flimsy rhetoric of Gorgias. Merely to breathe was enjoyment; and I derived positive pleasure even from many 

of the legitimate sources of pain. I felt a calm but inquisitive interest in everything. With a cigar in my mouth 

and a newspaper in my lap, I had been amusing myself for the greater part of the afternoon, now in poring 

over advertisements, now in observing the promiscuous company in the room, and now in peering through the 

smoky panes into the street.9 

This is an exact description of convalescence as an aesthetic; a state of unpredictable, half-repressed euphoria 

in which, because he is temporarily exempt from the routine demands of everyday life in the city, the 

individual’s “electrified” senses are preternaturally attuned to experience. The film has departed from his 

mental vision but he nonetheless peers at the street through “smoky panes”. His empty, appetitive mood is at 

once both the opposite of boredom and oddly characteristic of its restless calm: it is “the converse of ennui”; 

or its obverse. His consciousness processes the shocks of urban life, the traffic on the roads and pavements, as 

concussions that seem almost exquisite because he can remain detached and half-insulated from them. 

Poe’s urban fable locates his convalescent on the margins of a mass of people. Detached from the “dense and 

continuous tides of population” that rush past the café as evening closes in, and from the rhythms of routine 

production they collectively embody, his convalescent describes his fascination with the people he sees 

commuting home. He is soon lost in contemplation of them: “At this particular period of the evening I had 

never before been in a similar situation, and the tumultuous sea of human heads filled me, therefore, with a 

delicious novelty of emotion”.10 

Initially he examines in the abstract the mass of human forms that pass him. He is particularly interested in 

those that seem unconfident on the street, those that “were restless in their movements, had flushed faces, and 

talked and gesticulated to themselves, as if feeling in solitude on account of the very denseness of the 

company around”.11 These are the people for whom everyday life in the city is a kind of sickness or fever. 

Then Poe’s convalescent examines the passersby in more concrete detail, as if they inhabit some grimy 

aquarium. Sliding down “the scale of what is termed gentility”, as the light thickens, he classifies their 

physiognomies, their clothes and step, carefully sifting through the aristocrats, businessmen, clerks, artisans, 

“exhausted labourers”, pie-men, dandies, conmen, pickpockets, beggars and prostitutes.12 From the café he 

sees innumerable drunkards — their countenances pale, their eyes a livid red — who clutch at passing objects 

“with quivering fingers” as they stride through the crowd.13 

It is “thus occupied in scrutinizing the mob”, his forehead pressed against the glass beside his seat, that the 

convalescent glimpses the “decrepid old man” whose physiologie he is completely unable to taxonomise.14 He 

stumbles into the street, his curiosity heightened by the snatched sight of a diamond and a dagger beneath the 

old man’s cloak, resolving in a moment of heated decision to follow him. “For my own part I did not much 

regard the rain”, he notes, “the lurking of an old fever in my system rendering the moisture somewhat too 

dangerously pleasant”.15 Convalescence itself is a “dangerously pleasant” state. 

 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn9
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn10
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn11
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn12
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn13
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn14
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn15
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Fritz Eichenberg’s engraving of “The Man of the Crowd” for Tales of Edgar Allan Poe (New York, 1944) 

— Source (NB: not in the public domain). 

https://www.fulltable.com/vts/aoi/e/eichenberg/poe/a.htm
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Poe’s narrator then traces the man’s mysterious movements, throughout the night and into the day, as he 

roams the city, in an apparently futile attempt to understand what motivates him; but he finally only tracks 

him back, on the evening of the second day, to the coffee house from which he had first set out. The old man, 

who appears completely unconscious of the narrator, seems to be more than human — as if his labyrinthine 

path through the streets had traced not the arbitrary trajectory of an individual but the secret form or logic of 

the corrupt, decrepit metropolitan city itself. So, the convalescent abandons his pursuit, making this 

declaration of defeat: “He is the man of the crowd. It will be in vain to follow; for I shall learn no more of 

him, nor of his deeds”.16 

The old man incarnates the industrial capitalist city in its anti-heroic rather than heroic form. In “On Some 

Motifs in Baudelaire” (1939), composed exactly one hundred years after this short story was first published, 

Walter Benjamin decides that he cannot finally identify Poe’s “man of the crowd” as a flâneur, mainly 

because in him “composure has given way to manic behavior”. Instead, according to Benjamin, he 

exemplifies the destiny of the flâneur once this intrinsically urbane figure has been “deprived of the milieu to 

which he belonged” (a milieu, Benjamin implies, that London probably never provided).17 

The same might be said of Poe’s convalescent, in whom composure must compete with a positively 

monomaniacal mood. Indeed, it can be argued that “The Man of the Crowd” allegorises the process by which, 

in the hectic conditions of a metropolis like London in the mid-nineteenth century, the flâneur splits apart and 

produces two further metropolitan archetypes, one almost pathologically peripatetic, the other static to the 

point of being a sort of cripple. The former is the nightwalker, a disreputable, indeterminately criminal type 

who embodies that half of the flâneur characterised by a state of restless mobility. The latter is the 

convalescent, who embodies the half of him characterised by a state of immobile curiosity. For Poe, these 

characters are spectral doubles. 

What about Baudelaire? The French poet’s discussion of “The Man of the Crowd” is contained in the third 

section of “The Painter of Modern Life” (1863), his encomium to the artist Constantin Guys, “a passionate 

lover of crowds and incognitos”.18 He portrays Guys there as someone whose genius resides in a childlike 

curiosity, which he characterises in terms of “the fixed and animally ecstatic gaze of a child confronted with 

something new, whatever it be”.19 

 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn16
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn17
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn18
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn19
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Harry Clarke’s depiction of “The Man of the Crowd”, 1923. Four years earlier, Clarke made a complete series 

of illustrations for Poe’s Tales of Mystery and Imagination — Source. 

https://publicdomainreview.org/collection/harry-clarke-s-illustrations-for-poe-s-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination-1919
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Poe_the_man_of_the_crowd_clarke.jpg
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Like the child, who actually “sees everything in a state of newness”, and who is consequently “always drunk”, 

Guys is exquisitely susceptible to impressions.20 For him, “sensibility is almost the whole 

being”.21 Ordinarily, Baudelaire emphasises, adults can only recover this spontaneously poetic disposition 

temporarily when they are in a state of convalescence. Guys, however, positively personifies this disposition, 

because he is “an eternal convalescent”.22 “Imagine an artist who was always, spiritually, in the condition of 

that convalescent”, Baudelaire concludes, “and you will have the key to the nature of Monsieur G”.23 

 

Constantin Guys, Two Ladies Taking a Walk, 19th century — Source. 

It is implicitly Poe, however, and not Guys, who embodies in the end the spirit of convalescence in “The 

Painter of Modern Life”. Baudelaire identifies Poe’s convalescent as his inspiration for this claim: 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn20
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn21
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn22
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn23
https://images.metmuseum.org/CRDImages/dp/original/DP806720.jpg
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Do you remember a picture (it really is a picture!), painted – or rather written – by the most powerful pen of 

our age, and entitled The Man of the Crowd? In the window of a coffee house there sits a convalescent, 

pleasurably absorbed in gazing at the crowd, and mingling, through the medium of thought, in the turmoil of 

thought that surrounds him. But lately returned from the valley of the shadow of death, he is rapturously 

breathing all the odours and essences of life; as he has been on the brink of total oblivion, he remembers, and 

fervently desires to remember, everything. Finally he hurls himself headlong into the midst of the throng, in 

pursuit of an unknown, half-glimpsed countenance, that has, on an instant, bewitched him. Curiosity had 

become a fatal, irresistible passion!24 

It is immediately apparent from this paragraph that Baudelaire’s principal interest does not lie in the drama 

described by Poe’s narrative. Instead, he seems more interested in the scene in which the story is initially set. 

He insists on representing Poe’s narrative, in fact, as a relatively static picture, as if he is himself examining 

the convalescent through a frame. 

Perhaps it is most accurate to state that Baudelaire reconstructs the story as a sort of diptych. In the first panel, 

the convalescent is passively seated in the coffee house. As he observes the street life through the glass, he 

simultaneously introjects the scenes outside, assimilating them to his consciousness, and projects his 

consciousness outward, assimilating his consciousness to them. He is “pleasurably absorbed in gazing at the 

crowd, and mingling, through the medium of thought, in the turmoil of thought that surrounds him”.25 The 

convalescent “rapturously breath[es] in all the odours and essences of life”, making the surface of his body 

seem absolutely porous, even as the solid pane of glass that he sits beside has apparently been rendered 

completely permeable.26 

In the second panel, Baudelaire’s description captures Poe’s narrator, as if in a photograph, in the act of 

flinging himself into the street — like the Baudelairean protagonist who, according to Benjamin, “plunges 

into the crowd as into a reservoir of energy”.27 He is freeze-framed, so to speak, as he “hurls himself headlong 

into the midst of the throng”.28 The convalescent thus metamorphoses into a nightwalker. It is in effect an 

image of the convalescent as hero, actively seeking to satisfy his feverish curiosity, even if it is finally fatal to 

do so. 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn24
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn25
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn26
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn27
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn28
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The derailment at Gare Montparnasse, 1895. While all of the passengers survived, a woman was killed while 

walking in the street beside the station — Source. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Train_wreck_at_Montparnasse_1895.jpg
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Poe’s spectral convalescent, more spiritually decrepit than Baudelaire’s, and less rapturous, is not so deeply 

indebted to the Coleridgean tradition, in spite of the fact that Baudelaire probably encountered this tradition 

through the mediation of Poe. But, like Poe’s, Baudelaire’s convalescent remains terminally peripheral to the 

life of the street, in contrast to the flâneur. The flâneur, according to Baudelaire, in the same section of “The 

Painter of Modern Life”, is situated “at the centre of the world” even though he also “remain[s] hidden from 

the world”.29 In this respect, as in others, he is like the commodity, which is so pervasive as to be invisible. 

The convalescent, Baudelaire implies, by contrast resists the performative aspect of the flâneur’s life in the 

streets and refuses the spectacular logic of the marketplace. 

Baudelaire had first referred to what he so evocatively describes as “convalescence, with its fevers of 

curiosity” in “Edgar Poe: His Life and Works” (1853).30 In this piece, which subsequently reappeared as the 

introduction to his translations in the Histoires extraordinaires (1856), Baudelaire locates the “single 

character” that populates Poe’s numerous narratives as “the man of razor-sharp perceptions and slackened 

nerves”. He concludes that “this man is Poe himself”.31 

This description perfectly captures the constitution of the convalescent, who is acutely sensitive to the life of 

the streets but at the same time oddly anaesthetised to it. The poetics of convalescence that are perceptible in 

Poe, and which Baudelaire elaborated, make him absolutely central to the process by which Romanticism, in 

nineteenth- and twentieth-century literature, became urbanised. Poe is for Baudelaire one of the patron saints 

of metropolitan modernity because, as “the writer of the nerves”, he too is a perpetual convalescent.32 In the 

urban sensorium described by both authors, the sick are too sensitive to cope with the shocks of everyday life, 

and the healthy are constitutionally insensitive to its secret aesthetics. 

Paul de Man grasps the importance of the convalescent for Baudelaire when, in a discussion of him and 

Nietzsche in “Literary History and Literary Modernity”, he offers this compelling claim: 

The human figures that epitomise modernity are defined by experiences such as childhood or convalescence, 

a freshness of perception that results from a slate wiped clear, from the absence of a past that has not yet had 

time to tarnish the immediacy of perception (although what is thus freshly discovered prefigures the end of 

this very freshness), of a past that, in the case of convalescence, is so threatening that it has to be forgotten.33 

The convalescent is not necessarily confined to the sick room, or to some bucolic scene of refuge, in spite of 

their infirmity and decrepitude. They embody the experience of modernity. Indeed, it might be said that, in 

order to be absolutely modern, as Rimbaud demanded, one must be convalescent. 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn29
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn30
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn31
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn32
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn33
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Baudelaire photographed by Nadar, ca. 1855 — Source. 

But what about those citizens less able to roam the metropolis in a state of rapturous, febrile curiosity? If the 

convalescent’s power comes from a unique experience of modernity — being at once immersed, with 

refreshed senses, in the spectacle of the modern city and cautiously set off from its events, as though behind a 

pane of glass — it was a power and position not accessible to all. Like the flâneur, the convalescent relied on 

a certain invisibility in the streets, one afforded by a kind of visibility within the social order. On the 

boulevards of Baudelaire’s Paris, this was very much the privilege of the bourgeois white male, and the 

leisure time afforded by his class position. 

As Erika Diane Rappaport reminds us, there is no denying that, as distinct from a man’s, “a woman’s freedom 

to ‘walk alone’ in the city was constrained by physical inconveniences and dangers as well as by social 

conventions that deemed it entirely improper for a bourgeois lady to roam alone out-of-

doors”.34 The flâneuse — as distinct from women who, for professional or social reasons, simply in order to 

travel from here to there, passed through the streets of the metropolis — is not a common phenomenon. But 

her painful, paradoxical sense of simultaneously being both too invisible and too visible in the city streets was 

characteristic of all women in these fundamental circumstances. 

It must be added, though, that the male territory to which Rappaport refers is by no means homogeneous or 

socially uniform — except, no doubt, in so far as it marginalises female pedestrians. Many male pedestrians 

of the period, far from feeling entitled in the streets, find them distinctly hostile, for a range of different 

reasons. They are the city’s internal exiles, even if their sense of unbelonging is from the start far less fraught, 

far less freighted with histories of exploitation and oppression, than that of women, or of men and women of 

colour. Numerous residents of the city could not afford to function, in Baudelaire’s beautiful description of 

the flâneur, as “a kaleidoscope gifted with consciousness”.35 

The female convalescent is for the most part denied Baudelaire’s privileged re-engagement with the public 

sphere. In Bleak House (1853), for example, Dickens’ heroine Esther Summerson records that, in recovering 

from what is probably a case of smallpox, she “became useful to [her]self, and interested, and attached to life 

again”; but the role she assumes is confined to the private sphere and her re-attachment to life is conceived in 

terms of utility rather than some form of gratification.36 

https://polona.pl/item/portret-charlesa-baudelaire-a,Njg2OTcwMjA/0/#info:metadata
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn34
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn35
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn36
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Auguste-Louis Lepère, The Convalescent, Madame Lepère, 1892 — Source. 

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/381867
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“The body after long illness is languid, passive, receptive of sweetness, but too weak to contain it”, wrote 

Virginia Woolf in Jacob’s Room (1922).37 Woolf was of course supremely sensitive to the aesthetics of 

convalescence, but she was also acutely conscious of the extent to which, historically, women have been 

excluded from leisurely enjoyment of the city’s public spaces. It is no accident that, in “Street Haunting” 

(1927), her delightful celebration of “rambling the streets of London”, she pretends to need to purchase a 

pencil in order to justify what is in effect a purposeless stroll through the city.38 If Woolf was “the 

greatest flâneuse of twentieth-century literature”, as Lauren Elkin writes, then she was nonetheless not as free 

to practice flânerie as her confrères.39 

In Mrs. Dalloway (1925), a novel that celebrates the comparative freedom afforded to its eponymous heroine 

in the metropolis by the business of shopping, Woolf offers a systematic critique of the patriarchal politics of 

the Baudelairean flâneur. There, Mrs. Dalloway’s old friend Peter Walsh at one point follows a young 

woman, to whom he momentarily feels attracted, through the streets of central London. Woolf uses Peter’s 

predatory mode of walking to demonstrate, in Benjamin’s compelling formulation from his essay on “The 

Return of the Flâneur” (1929), “how easy it is for the flâneur to depart from the ideal of the philosopher out 

for a stroll, and to assume the features of the werewolf at large in the social jungle”.40 

Peter is Baudelaire’s “passionate spectator” — exploiting his freedom as a middle-class man to treat the life 

of the metropolis as a form of spectacle — as a raptor or stalker. He is one of those “wild beasts, our fellow 

men”, comfortably inhabiting “the heart of the forest” that is the city, to whom Woolf refers in “Street 

Haunting”.41 For Woolf, as a feminist, the Baudelairean flâneur is, in the end, the “werewolf at large in the 

social jungle” that Benjamin feared it might become. 

NotesShow Notes 

1.  

Public Domain Works 

• Baudelaire: His Prose and Poetry 

Edited by T.R. Smith1919 

o Internet Archive 

TEXTS 

• Les fleurs du mal 

Charles Baudelaire1868 

o Internet Archive 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn37
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn38
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn39
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn40
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur#fn41
https://archive.org/details/baudelairehispro00baudiala
https://archive.org/details/lesfleursdu00baud/page/n11/mode/2up
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TEXTS 

• Physiologie du flaneur 

Louis Huart1841 

o Internet Archive 

TEXTS 

• The Convalescent 

Nathaniel Parker Willis1850 

o Internet Archive 

TEXTS 

• A Few Words with the Convalescent 

John F. W. Ware1864 

o Internet Archive 

TEXTS 

Further Reading 

• Selected Writings on Art and Literature 

By Charles Baudelaire 

Before publishing the sensuous and scandalous poems of "Les Fleurs du Mal", Charles Baudelaire (1821-67) 

had already earned respect as a forthright and witty critic of art and literature. This stimulating selection of 

criticism reveals him as a worshipper at the altar of beauty, illuminating his belief that the pursuit of this ideal 

must be paramount in artistic expression. 

More Info and Buy 

https://archive.org/details/physiologiedufla00huar/page/n7/mode/2up
https://archive.org/details/convalescent00will/page/n5/mode/2up
https://archive.org/details/b24882884/mode/2up
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0140446060/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0140446060/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
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• The Walker: On Finding and Losing Yourself in the Modern City 

By Matthew Beaumont 

From Charles Dickens' insomniac night rambles to wandering through the faceless, windswept monuments of 

the neoliberal city, the act of walking is one of escape, self-discovery, disappearances and potential 

revolution. Pacing stride for stride alongside such literary amblers and thinkers as Edgar Allen Poe, Andrew 

Breton, H. G. Wells, Virginia Woolf, Jean Rhys, and Ray Bradbury, Matthew Beaumont explores the 

relationship between the metropolis and its pedestrian life. 

More Info and Buy 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1788738918/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1788738918/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0140446060/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
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• Flâneuse: Women Walk the City in Paris, New York, Tokyo, Venice, and London 

By Lauren Elkin 

The flâneur is the quintessentially masculine figure of privilege and leisure who strides the capitals of the 

world with abandon. But it is the flâneuse who captures the imagination of the cultural critic Lauren Elkin. In 

her wonderfully gender-bending new book, the flâneuse is a “determined, resourceful individual keenly 

attuned to the creative potential of the city and the liberating possibilities of a good walk.” Virginia Woolf 

called it “street haunting”; Holly Golightly epitomized it in Breakfast at Tiffany’s; and Patti Smith did it in her 

own inimitable style in 1970s New York. 

More Info and Buy 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/0374537437/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0374537437/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1788738918/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
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Books link through to Amazon who will give us a small percentage of sale price (ca. 4.5%). Discover more 

recommended books in our dedicated PDR Recommends section of the site. 

Matthew Beaumont’s most recent book is The Walker: On Finding and Losing Yourself in the Modern 

City (2020). He teaches in the Department of English at UCL, and is a co-director of the UCL Urban Lab. 

He is also the author of Utopia Ltd. (2005), The Spectre of Utopia (2012), and Nightwalking: A Nocturnal 

History of London (2015) and the co-author, with Terry Eagleton, of The Task of the Critic (2009). He has 

edited several essay collections, including Restless Cities (2010) 

 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/charles-baudelaire-and-the-convalescent-flaneur  

https://publicdomainreview.org/shop/pdr-recommends
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/english/staff/matthew-beaumont
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1608460215/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/303430725X/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
https://www.amazon.com/Nightwalking-Nocturnal-History-Matthew-Beaumont/dp/1784783781/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
https://www.amazon.com/Nightwalking-Nocturnal-History-Matthew-Beaumont/dp/1784783781/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1844673391/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1844674053/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0374537437/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
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The Stoic Antidote to Frustration: Marcus Aurelius on How to Keep Your Mental Composure and 

Emotional Equanimity When People Let You Down 

The art of tempering your fury with an infuriating existential truth. 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

The vast majority of our mental, emotional, and spiritual suffering comes from the violent collision between 

our expectations and reality. As we dust ourselves off amid the rubble, bruised and indignant, we further pain 

ourselves with the exertion of staggering emotional energy on outrage at how reality dared defy what we 

demanded of it. 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1541673859/braipick-20
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Art by Margaret C. Cook from a rare 1913 edition of Whitman’s Leaves of Grass. (Available as a print.) 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/04/11/leaves-of-grass-margaret-cook/
https://society6.com/product/i-see-great-cloud-masses-with-at-times-half-dimmd-saddend-far-off-star_framed-print?sku=s6-8967899p21a12v52a13v54?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/i-see-great-cloud-masses-with-at-times-half-dimmd-saddend-far-off-star_framed-print?sku=s6-8967899p21a12v52a13v54?curator=brainpicker
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The remedy, of course, is not to bend the reality of an impartial universe to our will. The remedy is to 

calibrate our expectations — a remedy that might feel far too pragmatic to be within reach in the heat of the 

collision-moment, but also one with profound poetic undertones once put into practice. 

Walt Whitman understood this when, felled by a paralytic stroke, he considered what makes life worth 

living and instructed himself: “Tone your wants and tastes low down enough, and make much of negatives, 

and of mere daylight and the skies.” He spared himself the additional self-inflicted suffering of outrage at how 

his body failed him — perhaps because, having proclaimed himself the poet of the Body and the poet of the 

Soul, he understood the two to be one. He squandered no emotional energy on the expectation that his 

suddenly disabled body perform a counterpossible feat against reality to let him enjoy his beloved tree 

workouts and daily excursions to the river. He simply edited his expectations to accord with his new reality 

and sought to find his joy there, within these new parameters of being. 

What is true of the poetics of our own body-soul is as true of the poetics of relationship, that beautiful and 

terrifying interchange between separate body-souls. Little syphons the joy of life more surely than the wasted 

energy of indignation at how others have failed to behave in accordance with what we expected of them. 

Two millennia before the outrage culture of the Internet, the lovesick queer teenager turned Roman emperor 

and Stoic philosopher Marcus Aurelius (April 26, 121–March 17, 180) addressed this curious self-mauling 

tendency of the human mind with his characteristic precision of insight and unsentimental problem-solving in 

the notebooks that became his Meditations (public library) — a timeless book, newly translated and 

annotated by the British classics scholar Robin Waterfield, which Marcus Aurelius wrote largely for and to 

himself, like Tolstoy wrote his Calendar of Wisdom and Bruce Lee calibrated his core values, yet a book that 

went on to stake the pillars of the philosophical system of Stoicism, equipping countless generations with 

tools for navigating the elemental existential challenges of being human and inspiring others to fill the gaps of 

its unaddressed questions with exquisite answers of their own. 

there to be no shameless people in the world?” It isn’t, and you should therefore stop demanding the 

impossible. He’s just one of those shameless people who must necessarily exist in the world. You should keep 

the same thought readily available for when you’re faced with devious and untrustworthy people, and people 

who are flawed in any way. As soon as you remind yourself that it’s impossible for such people not to exist, 

you’ll be kinder to each and every one of them. It’s also helpful immediately to consider what virtue nature 

has granted us human beings to deal with any given offense — gentleness, for instance, to counter 

discourteous people… 

Millennia before William James lit the dawn of modern psychology with the radical assertion that our 

experience is what we “agree to attend to,” millennia before neuroscience came to locate the seat of 

consciousness in the qualia of subjective experience, Marcus Aurelius serves that classic Stoic cocktail of 

simply worded obvious truths that are difficult truths to live up to, earned by a thousand complexities of 

conduct to be practiced daily: 

The things of the world cannot affect the soul; they lie inert outside it, and only internal beliefs disturb it. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/12/20/walt-whitman-specimen-days-meaning-of-life/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/12/20/walt-whitman-specimen-days-meaning-of-life/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/02/25/neri-oxman-walt-whitman/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/02/25/neri-oxman-walt-whitman/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/06/05/walt-whitman-workout/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/06/05/walt-whitman-workout/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/02/16/marcus-aurelius-in-love-amy-richlin/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1541673859/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/meditations/oclc/1200832206&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/07/21/leo-tolstoy-kindness-calendar-of-wisdom/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/02/22/in-my-own-process-bruce-lee/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/08/13/zadie-smith-intimations-something-to-do/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/03/25/william-james-attention/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/03/25/william-james-attention/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/05/25/christof-koch-consciousness-qualia/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/05/25/christof-koch-consciousness-qualia/
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Marcus Aurelius 

Epochs before the birth of probability theory, Marcus Aurelius begins with a probabilistic-statistical 

consolation: 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/12/08/the-biggest-bluff-maria-konnikova/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1541673859/braipick-20
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Light distribution on 

soap bubble from a 19th-century French science textbook. (Available as a print and as a face mask.) 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/20/amedee-guillemin-le-monde-physique/
https://society6.com/product/light-distribution-on-soap-bubble-from-le-monde-physique-1882_print?sku=s6-11475521p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/collection/vintage-science-face-masks?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/light-distribution-on-soap-bubble-from-le-monde-physique-1882_print?sku=s6-11475521p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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From this follows a curious, infuriating fundament of our humanity: that no matter what another person does 

— to us or at us or near the self-membraned bubble of our being — our inner response to it lives in the realm 

of feeling, that sovereign source of light over which we alone have agency and dominion. Even more 

infuriatingly, Marcus Aurelius reminds us, our outrage at some entirely predictable misbehavior by a person 

known to misbehave is a failure not of the other but of our own powers of reason: 

You’ll find that none of the people who make you lose your temper has done anything that might affect your 

mind for the worse; and outside of the mind there’s nothing that is truly detrimental or harmful for you… 

After all, you even had the resources, in the form of your ability to think rationally, to appreciate that he was 

likely to commit that fault, yet you forgot it and are now surprised that he did exactly that. 

Observing that to explode with rage at the offender would make no positive difference to their conduct and 

would only further perturb your own soul, he instead offers a two-step process for dealing with the situation, 

telescoping into the broad existential perspective and then microscoping into your own innermost values: 

First, don’t be upset. Nothing happens that isn’t in accord with universal nature, and before long you won’t 

exist at all, just like [your heroes]… Second, fix your gaze on the matter at hand and see it for what it is, and 

then, keeping in your mind your obligation to be a good man and the demands of your humanity, go right 

ahead and do it, in the way that seems to you to be most just. But do it with kindness and modesty, and 

without dissembling. 

This is but one manifestation of the central preoccupation of the Meditations — the lifelong project of 

learning to see clearly as the greatest self-defense against mental anguish. So much of our disappointment and 

rage, after all, stem from the clash between our misperceptions of things and the reality of things — they are 

the pain of disillusionment, inflamed in those moments when the veil of illusion is lifted or violently pierced 

to let us, finally, see reality. 

Reaching across space and time, across cultures and civilizations, Marcus Aurelius prescribes the antidote: 

Always define or describe to yourself every impression that occurs to your mind, so that you can clearly see 

what the thing is like in its entirety, stripped to its essence, and tell yourself its proper name and the names of 

the elements of which it consists and into which it will be resolved. Nothing is more conducive to objectivity 

than the ability methodically and honestly to test everything that you come across in life, and always to look 

at things in such a way that you consider what kind of part each of them plays in what kind of universe, and 

what value it has for the universe as a whole. 
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Total solar eclipse by Étienne Léopold Trouvelot, 1878. (Available as a print and as a face mask.) 

Clarity of vision, he reminds us, is the basis of rightful action, and while our own rightful action may not be a 

guarantee of our contentment — or what the Romans shorthanded as “the good life” — it is our only 

assurance toward it: 

If you carry out every present task by following right reason assiduously, resolutely, and with kindness; if 

rather than getting distracted by irrelevancies, you keep your guardian spirit unspoiled and steady, as though 

you had to surrender it at any moment; if you engage with the task not with expectations or evasions, but 

satisfied if your current performance is in accord with nature and if what you say and express is spoken with 

true Roman honesty, you’ll be living the good life. And there’s no one who can stop you doing so! 

Complement with Seneca, another apostle of Stoicism, on the antidote to anxiety and Marcus Aurelius 

himself, in a different translation of his Meditations, on the key to living with presence, the most potent 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/07/07/trouvelots-astronomical-drawings/
https://society6.com/product/total-solar-eclipse-by-tienne-lopold-trouvelot-1878-et5_print#s6-4686076p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/collection/vintage-science-face-masks?curator=brainpicker
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/08/27/seneca-anxiety/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/05/20/marcus-aurelius-meditations-mortality-presence/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/01/03/marcus-aurelius-meditations-bed-work/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/07/07/trouvelots-astronomical-drawings/
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motivation for work, and how to begin each day, then revisit Ursula K. Le Guin’s magnificent more-than-

translation of another ancient classic from the wisdom tradition of a different civilization, the Tao Te Ching. 

(One thing that has always troubled me about modern translations of ancient classics is that they present an 

opportunity to calibrate the inclusiveness of these teachings to our present hard-earned sphere of dignity 

without changing their message — an opportunity very few translators take, for it requires a formidably 

delicate balance between the rigors of scholarship and the responsibilities of a social conscience. Count on Le 

Guin, whose meditation on being “a man” remains the finest thing I have ever read on the history of gender in 

language, to leap at that opportunity and make something soaring.) 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2021/04/13/marcus-aurelius-meditations-robin-

waterfield/?mc_cid=72c863e6c6&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/01/03/marcus-aurelius-meditations-bed-work/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/01/03/marcus-aurelius-meditations-bed-work/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/10/21/lao-tzu-tao-te-ching-ursula-k-le-guin/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/10/21/lao-tzu-tao-te-ching-ursula-k-le-guin/
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How worried should you be about coronavirus variants? A virologist explains his concerns 
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Spring has sprung, and there is a sense of relief in the air. After one year of lockdowns and social distancing, 

more than 171 million COVID-19 vaccine doses have been administered in the U.S. and about 19.4% of the 

population is fully vaccinated. But there is something else in the air: ominous SARS-CoV-2 variants. 

https://theconversation.com/profiles/paulo-verardi-1222497
https://theconversation.com/institutions/university-of-connecticut-1342
https://theconversation.com/es/partners
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#vaccinations
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I am a virologist and vaccinologist, which means that I spend my days studying viruses and designing and 

testing vaccine strategies against viral diseases. In the case of SARS-CoV-2, this work has taken on greater 

urgency. We humans are in a race to become immune against this cagey virus, whose ability to mutate and 

adapt seems to be a step ahead of our capacity to gain herd immunity. Because of the variants that are 

emerging, it could be a race to the wire. 

A variant in Brazil is overwhelming the country’s health care system. 

Five variants to watch 

RNA viruses like SARS-CoV-2 constantly mutate as they make more copies of themselves. Most of these 

mutations end up being disadvantageous to the virus and therefore disappear through natural selection. 

Occasionally, though, they offer a benefit to the mutated or so-called genetic-variant virus. An example would 

be a mutation that improves the ability of the virus to attach more tightly to human cells, thus enhancing viral 

replication. Another would be a mutation that allows the virus to spread more easily from person to person, 

thus increasing transmissibility. 

¿Le gusta lo que lee? ¿Quiere más? 

Suscribirme al boletín 

None of this is surprising for a virus that is a fresh arrival in the human population and still adapting to 

humans as hosts. While viruses don’t think, they are governed by the same evolutionary drive that all 

organisms are – their first order of business is to perpetuate themselves. 

These mutations have resulted in several new SARS-CoV-2 variants, leading to outbreak clusters, and in 

some cases, global spread. They are broadly classified as variants of interest, concern or high consequence. 

Currently there are five variants of concern circulating in the U.S.: the B.1.1.7, which originated in the U.K.; 

the B.1.351., of South African origin; the P.1., first seen in Brazil; and the B.1.427 and B.1.429, both 

originating in California. 

Each of these variants has a number of mutations, and some of these are key mutations in critical regions of 

the viral genome. Because the spike protein is required for the virus to attach to human cells, it carries a 

number of these key mutations. In addition, antibodies that neutralize the virus typically bind to the spike 

protein, thus making the spike sequence or protein a key component of COVID-19 vaccines. 

India and California have recently detected “double mutant” variants that, although not yet classified, have 

gained international interest. They have one key mutation in the spike protein similar to one found in the 

Brazilian and South African variants, and another already found in the B.1.427 and B.1.429 California 

variants. As of today, no variant has been classified as of high consequence, although the concern is that this 

could change as new variants emerge and we learn more about the variants already circulating. 

https://pathobiology.cahnr.uconn.edu/paulo-h-verardi/
https://doi.org/10.2174/1389202916666150707160613
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/04/06/us/variants-cases-spread.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/variant-surveillance/variant-info.html
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41401-020-0485-4
https://www.news-medical.net/health/What-are-Neutralizing-Antibodies.aspx
https://www.businessinsider.com/double-mutant-coronavirus-variant-california-india-2021-4
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More transmission and worse disease 

These variants are worrisome for several reasons. First, the SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern generally spread 

from person to person at least 20% to 50% more easily. This allows them to infect more people and to spread 

more quickly and widely, eventually becoming the predominant strain. 

For example, the B.1.1.7 U.K. variant that was first detected in the U.S. in December 2020 is now the 

prevalent circulating strain in the U.S., accounting for an estimated 27.2% of all cases by mid-March. 

Likewise, the P.1 variant first detected in travelers from Brazil in January is now wreaking havoc in Brazil, 

where it is causing a collapse of the health care system and led to at least 60,000 deaths in the month of 

March. 

Second, SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern can also lead to more severe disease and increased hospitalizations 

and deaths. In other words, they may have enhanced virulence. Indeed, a recent study in England suggests that 

the B.1.1.7 variant causes more severe illness and mortality. 

Another concern is that these new variants can escape the immunity elicited by natural infection or our current 

vaccination efforts. For example, antibodies from people who recovered after infection or who have received 

a vaccine may not be able to bind as efficiently to a new variant virus, resulting in reduced neutralization of 

that variant virus. This could lead to reinfections and lower the effectiveness of current monoclonal antibody 

treatments and vaccines. 

Researchers are intensely investigating whether there will be reduced vaccine efficacy against these variants. 

While most vaccines seem to remain effective against the U.K. variant, one recent study showed that the 

AstraZeneca vaccine lacks efficacy in preventing mild to moderate COVID-19 due to the B.1.351 South 

African variant. 

On the other hand, Pfizer recently announced data from a subset of volunteers in South Africa that 

supports high efficacy of its mRNA vaccine against the B.1.351 variant. Other encouraging news is that T-cell 

immune responses elicited by natural SARS-CoV-2 infection or mRNA vaccination recognize all three U.K., 

South Africa, and Brazil variants. This suggests that even with reduced neutralizing antibody activity, T-cell 

responses stimulated by vaccination or natural infection will provide a degree of protection against such 

variants. 

Stay vigilant, and get vaccinated 

What does this all mean? While current vaccines may not prevent mild symptomatic COVID-19 caused by 

these variants, they will likely prevent moderate and severe disease, and in particular hospitalizations and 

deaths. That is the good news. 

However, it is imperative to assume that current SARS-CoV-2 variants will likely continue to evolve and 

adapt. In a recent survey of 77 epidemiologists from 28 countries, the majority believed that within a year 

current vaccines could need to be updated to better handle new variants, and that low vaccine coverage 

will likely facilitate the emergence of such variants. 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/variant-surveillance/variant-info.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/variant-proportions.html
https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj.n879
https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj.n879
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-021-03426-1
https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-monoclonal-antibody-treatment-covid-19
https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-monoclonal-antibody-treatment-covid-19
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2102214
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2102214
https://www.pfizer.com/news/press-release/press-release-detail/pfizer-and-biontech-confirm-high-efficacy-and-no-serious
https://www.news-medical.net/health/What-are-T-Cells.aspx
https://www.news-medical.net/health/What-are-T-Cells.aspx
https://doi.org/10.1093/ofid/ofab143
https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.02.27.433180
https://www.oxfam.org/en/press-releases/two-thirds-epidemiologists-warn-mutations-could-render-current-covid-vaccines
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What do we need to do? We need to keep doing what we have been doing: using masks, avoiding poorly 

ventilated areas, and practicing social distancing techniques to slow transmission and avert further waves 

driven by these new variants. We also need to vaccinate as many people in as many places and as soon as 

possible to reduce the number of cases and the likelihood for the virus to generate new variants and escape 

mutants. And for that, it is vital that public health officials, governments and nongovernmental organizations 

address vaccine hesitancy and equity both locally and globally. 

 

https://theconversation.com/how-worried-should-you-be-about-coronavirus-variants-a-virologist-explains-his-

concerns-
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20-

%201911118685+Version+A+CID_151c7370b0f592b74dd561c5a9b484f2&utm_source=campaign_monitor

_us&utm_term=How%20worried%20should%20you%20be%20about%20coronavirus%20variants%20A%20

virologist%20explains%20his%20concerns 
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How pre-diet fasting can remodel microbiome and improve blood pressure 

By Rich Haridy 

 

New research has found that preceding a dietary change with a short stretch of fasting may improve the gut's 

response to the new diet 

julos/Depositphotos 

VIEW 1 IMAGES 

Two new studies investigating the relationship between fasting and the microbiome are offering fresh insights 

into the way our gut bacteria composition can be remodeled by short-term dietary alterations, and how this 

can benefit cardiovascular health. The research suggests fasting is not only beneficial for reshaping the 

microbiome, but a short fast before beginning a new diet can amplify the diet’s beneficial effects. 

https://newatlas.com/author/rich-haridy/
https://depositphotos.com/115061240/stock-photo-intermittent-fasting-diet.html
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A number of prior studies have pointed to the community of bacteria living in our gut as playing a major role 

in the way the food we eat influences our general health. A pair of studies last year, for example, highlighted 

the significant associations between diet, gut microbiome composition and healthy aging. 

Fasting before DASH diet 

Newly published research is now offering more granular insights into these relationships, looking at how 

dietary interventions, specifically fasting, can catalyze blood pressure improvements via microbiome 

alterations. The first study, published in the journal Nature Communications, demonstrated how a short-term 

fast offered acute improvements to blood pressure when followed with a longer-term Mediterranean diet. 

One of the first treatments often offered to patients suffering hypertension is a dietary intervention known as 

DASH (Dietary Approach to Stop Hypertension). The DASH diet is an effective first-line treatment for 

hypertension, however it is still unclear exactly how it directly improves blood pressure. It is 

hypothesized that dietary alterations to the microbiome could be causing the improvements. 

To investigate this hypothesis a team of researchers recruited 71 subjects with hypertension. The cohort were 

randomly split into two groups, both tasked with following the DASH diet for three months. One group was 

also tasked with a five-day fast preceding the DASH diet. 

Tracking immune biomarker and microbiome changes, the researchers discovered greater blood pressure 

improvements in the cohort preceding their dietary change with a stretch of fasting. Interestingly, the immune 

and microbiome changes seen in the fasting cohort were notably different to those detected in volunteers only 

following the DASH diet. 

The researchers hypothesize the fasting diet may be rapidly altering microbiome composition and increasing 

the availability of short-chain fatty acids. This short-term change could subsequently alter how the body 

responds to the DASH diet. 

"Body mass index, blood pressure and the need for antihypertensive medication remained lower in the long 

term among volunteers who started the healthy diet with a five-day fast," notes Dominik Müller, one of the 

researchers working on the project. 

The microbiome link 

Another newly published study, led by researchers from Baylor College of Medicine, looked to better 

understand how gut microbes could be influencing blood pressure. The researchers were also interested 

whether this outcome could be achieved without fasting, either through a dietary supplement or by directly 

manipulating microbiome composition. 

The researchers conducted a series of studies using a particular animal model engineered to study 

hypertension, known as SHRSP rats (spontaneously hypertensive stroke-prone). The first test was whether 

fasting-induced changes to the microbiome effected blood pressure improvements. 

https://newatlas.com/health-wellbeing/dual-studies-new-insights-diet-microbiome-heart-health-aging/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5474689/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5474689/
https://academic.oup.com/cdn/article/4/Supplement_2/542/5845775
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For nine weeks one group of SHRSP rats were only fed on alternate days. At the end of this period the 

intermittently fed animals displayed significantly lower blood pressure compared to the animals eating a 

normal diet. Using fecal transplant experiments the researchers then established that the microbiomes of the 

fasting rats seemed to be directly responsible for the blood-pressure improvements. 

"It was particularly interesting to see that the germ-free rats that received microbiota from the fasting SHRSP 

rats had significantly lower the blood pressure than the rats that had received microbiota from SHRSP control 

rats," says David Durgan, one of the researchers working on the study. "These results demonstrated that the 

alterations to the microbiota induced by fasting were sufficient to mediate the blood pressure-lowering effect 

of intermitting fasting." 

So what exactly is going on here? Close analysis of the microbiota from the fasting animals revealed higher 

levels of bile acids than those hypertensive animals eating a normal diet. 

"We applied whole genome shotgun sequence analysis of the microbiota as well as untargeted metabolomics 

analysis of plasma and gastrointestinal luminal content,” explains Durgan. “Among the changes we observed, 

alterations in products of bile acid metabolism stood out as potential mediators of blood pressure regulation. 

Supporting this finding, we found that supplementing animals with cholic acid, a primary bile acid, also 

significantly reduced blood pressure in the SHRSP model of hypertension.” 

Taken together these new studies offer greater insights into how the gut microbiome helps catalyze beneficial 

metabolic outcomes from dietary interventions. A lot more work is still needed to understand whether 

frequent intermittent fasting cycles could improve hypertension while on the DASH diet, but in the short-term 

it seems a short bout of fasting preceding a dietary change may help beneficially reshape the microbiome. 

The DASH study was published in the journal Nature Communications. 

The animal study was published in the journal Circulation Research. 

Source: Max Delbrück Center for Molecular Medicine in the Helmholtz Association, Baylor College of 

Medicine 
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On Iain Sinclair and the Radical Act of Walking Through a City 

Tobial Carroll on the Vast Scale of Modest Acts 

By Tobias Carroll 

 

April 28, 2021 

Iain Sinclair is not a writer normally given to concise, epigraph-ready sentences, but every once in a while he 

does exactly that. In his 2017 book The Last London, Sinclair writes something that’s as close to a mission 

statement as readers are likely to see from him. “Cities can be mapped by missing cobblestones,” he writes, 

and it stands as a succinct testament to Sinclair’s body of work—much of which concerns cities, and a 

significant portion of which concerns the act of walking through cities. 

For Sinclair, that variety of walking is bound up in questions of history and literature—and much of it takes 

on a politically-charged cast. A 2014 chapbook by Jarrett Kobek is titled Walking Is A Radical Act: An 

Interview With Iain Sinclair, and if the last year or so has brought anything to mind, it’s how applicable that 

very statement is. Since the pandemic began, the act of walking down a sidewalk has taken on new 

dimensions, and required a heightened awareness of the conditions around you. The protests around racial 

justice and state violence held in many American cities in the last year also add a political dimension to the 

process of walking. The practice of kettling, in which police move en masse to physically limit the movement 

https://lithub.com/author/tobias-carroll/
https://oneworld-publications.com/the-last-london.html
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of protestors—and, subsequently, arrest them—feels very much like the antithesis to politically-motivated 

walks throughout a city. 

Sinclair is not the only writer to explore the politicized nature of walking. Garnette Cadogan’s 2016 essay 

“Walking While Black” and Lauren Elkin’s book Flâneuse: Women Walk the City in Paris, New York, Tokyo, 

Venice, and London are two other essential reads for exploring the ways walking cannot be considered an 

apolitical act. What makes Sinclair’s body of work on the subject distinctive is its sheer breadth: several of his 

books have focused on specific walks throughout London, and serve as distillations of history, political 

science, and literary criticism that pertain to the regions he’s passing through. For Sinclair, these things are 

not adjacent to the walk—they’re essential parts of the walk itself. 

Alternately, when exploring an array of Sinclair’s books focused on walking—in this case, London 

Orbital, Lights Out for the Territory, London Overground, and The Last London—it’s noteworthy to see who 

Sinclair associates with driving through, rather than walking through, the city. Notably, Sinclair connects both 

Margaret Thatcher and Augusto Pinochet—not his favorite world leaders by a long shot—with the act of 

urban driving. 

VIDEO FROM LIT HUB: 

DUOS Clip - Japanese Breakfast & Brandon Taylor 

 

DUOS Clip - Japanese Breakfast & Brandon Taylor 
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In a 2017 interview with Guernica, Sinclair outlined the connection between walking in cities and anti-

authoritarian politics. “Walking is increasingly a kind of final democracy,” Sinclair said. 

The weight of what’s being [politically] imposed is very much anti-walking, and has to do with control of 

space, creating public areas you can’t walk in—which are completely covered by surveillance, policing, 

private spaces, gated communities, and unexplained entities at the edge of things. So walking around becomes 

actually difficult. 

This is a sentiment echoed in London Orbital: A Walk Around the M25, which chronicles Sinclair’s efforts to 

circumnavigate the roadway encircling London. Early in the book, Sinclair alludes to walking near Theobalds 

Park. “If you drive along its boundaries you will be scanned by surveillance cameras, quizzed by interrogators 

at unnamed checkpoints,” writes Sinclair. “Walkers are suspect.” 

For Sinclair, then, simply the act of walking can be enough to separate someone from the rest of their peers. 

In London Orbital, he summons this sense of the walker as suspect; in Lights Out for the Territory, he 

describes a kind of flipside to the “aimless urban wandering” of the flâneur. “We had moved into the age of 

the stalker; journeys made with intent—sharp-eyed and unsponsored,” he writes. And later, on the same page: 

“This was walking with a thesis. With a prey.” 

To state something that may be obvious at this point: “Walking with a thesis” could easily function as the 

subtitle for a significant number of Iain Sinclair’s books. But “walking with a thesis” takes on a slightly 

different resonance in 2021; it could apply to walking in a way that’s mindful of pandemic preparations, or to 

setting out on foot for a protest and being aware of the presence of police. 

For Sinclair, simply the act of walking can be enough to separate someone from the rest of their peers. 

It speaks volumes that The Last London, which Sinclair described in the aforementioned Guernica interview 

as “the conclusion of the series I’ve been doing on the question of what London is,” concludes with a walk 

specifically designed as a political act. Sinclair and several of his compatriots engage in a five-day walk in the 

aftermath of Brexit. He describes the group as “drunk with loss, severance.” 

The purpose of the walk is to summon a kind of victory from ideological defeat. “England was made, not by 

its victories, its colonial plunder, slave wealth, chemical weapons, broken treaties, oil, wool, battleships, but 

by heroic defeats,” writes Sinclair. And it’s from that knowledge of, and candor about, history that Sinclair’s 

walks derive no small amount of political power. 

* 

To read Iain Sinclair’s writings on the subject of walking through London is to take in an abundance of 

political and artistic history. Some of this is informative in its own right, but it’s also frequently charged with 

more thematic weight. When, in London Overground, the subject turns to Michael Moorcock and Angela 

Carter, Sinclair praises them for “an absolute respect for working lives, an autodidactic love of Shakespeare 

and the English classics, with no pious whispers in the pews or bowing to established dogma.” 

https://www.guernicamag.com/iain-sinclair-walking-democracy/
https://www.thetemplebar.info/theobalds-park.html
https://www.thetemplebar.info/theobalds-park.html
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To read Iain Sinclair’s writings on the subject of walking through London is to take in an abundance of 

political and artistic history. 

That attention to detail, and to the ideology behind those details, might well be the most salient lesson one can 

take from Sinclair’s walks through the city. For him, going deep into historical archives and making 

unexpected connections are both political acts. Sinclair has little time for official structures dedicated to 

history. “Memorials are a way of forgetting, reducing generational guilt to a grid of albino chess pieces, 

bloodless stalagmites,” Sinclair writes in Lights Out for the Territory. “Shapes that are easy to ignore stand in 

for the trauma of remembrance.” 

Near the end of London Overground, Sinclair walks through a new development and discovers something 

shocking. He writes that “it was something of a surprise to find the gleaming avenue through the latest 

railway flats being named after a notorious rapist.” In this particular case, the street’s namesake is fictional—

Robert Lovelace, from Samuel Richardson’s novel Clarissa. Even so, Sinclair comments that “[i]t’s like 

dedicating a crèche to Jimmy Savile.” In the last few years, communities around the country have sought to 

rename streets named for slave owners; that sense of reckoning honestly with the past, and with the way the 

past suffuses the most quotidian of spaces, seems not far removed from Sinclair’s own project of walks 

infused with history and meaning. 

“My own—and only—engagement with place was through mapping. And walking,” Sinclair writes in London 

Overground. It’s a modest statement, to be sure. But the full scope of his walks, and the powerful histories 

and works of art that they intersect, helps to demonstrate just how vast a scale such modest acts can influence. 

ClarissaGarnette CadoganIain SinclairJarrett KobekLights Out for the TerritoryLondon Orbital: A Walk 

Around the M25London OvergroundThe Last LondonTobias Carrollwalking 

 

 

Tobias Carroll 

Tobias Carroll is a writer and essayist, and the managing editor of Vol. 1 Brooklyn. He is the author of three 

books: Political Sign (Bloomsbury), part of the Object Lessons series; the story collection Transitory (Civil 

Coping Mechanisms) and the novel Reel (Rare Bird). 
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Why Do We Listen to Sad Music? 

Scientists investigate the emotional and physical effects of sad music, in an ongoing quest to explain the 

“paradox of pleasurable sadness.” 

  

Getty 

By: Jess Romeo  

Even though pop music has allegedly become more upbeat during the pandemic, there’s something 

satisfying about queuing up a sad song and letting the melancholy feelings wash over you. This commonplace 

experience actually raises “one of the most intriguing questions in the history of music scholarship,” 

according to psychologists Jonna Vuoskoski, William Thompson, Doris McIlwain, and Tuomas Eerola: Why 

do people enjoy listening to sad music? 

Scholars have long observed that music has a powerful effect on the body and the brain, dating all the way 

back to the ancient Greeks, who used music to treat disease and influence the temperament. In 1958, medical 

https://daily.jstor.org/daily-author/jess-romeo/
https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-53167325
https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1525/mp.2012.29.3.311?mag=why-do-we-listen-to-sad-music
https://www.jstor.org/stable/730360?mag=why-do-we-listen-to-sad-music
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doctor Agnes Savill warned that “Music which produces moods of depression, bewilderment, even fear, can 

be safely studied by musicians and critics who approach it from an intellectual standpoint, but should be 

avoided by tense and anxious listeners.” It seems intuitive that sad music would make listeners feel worse—

and yet many can’t help but listen. 

This is the “paradox of ‘pleasurable sadness.’” 

“Although people generally avoid negative emotional experiences…they often enjoy sadness portrayed in 

music and other arts,” write Vuoskoski et al. This is the “paradox of ‘pleasurable sadness,’” they write, and it 

has “puzzled music scholars for decades.” 

To investigate this paradox, scholars have taken many different approaches. One method is simple: by asking 

people how different music makes them feel. In their 2012 study, Vuoskoski and colleagues asked 

participants to rate their emotional responses to sixteen pieces of music. The team discovered that sad music 

didn’t evoke only negative emotions. In addition to sadness, such music also produced “a range of more 

positive, aesthetic emotions,” like nostalgia, peacefulness, and wonder. 

Emotions aren’t just psychological; scientists can also measure physiological reactions to music. In 2015, 

psychologists Patrick N. Juslin, Gonçalo Barradas, and Tuomas Eerola measured “skin conductance levels 

and facial expressions” as participants listened to a selection of tunes. The team proposed an evolutionary 

reason behind our strong physical reaction to somber music: The voicelike emotional expression of the music 

activates an empathetic response called “the contagion mechanism.” That’s why violins and cellos sound 

especially sad: They resemble human voices. 

Of course, music and emotion are both incredibly subjective experiences. “This paradox is a complex one that 

appears to have no single answer,” write psychologists Sandra Garrido and Emery Schubert. Garrido and 

Schubert argue that enjoyment of sad music is likely based on individual differences in a combination of 

emotional and evolved traits like “dissociation, absorption, fantasy proneness, empathy, and rumination.” 

Weekly Newsletter 

Get your fix of JSTOR Daily’s best stories in your inbox each Thursday. 

Subscribe
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For example: Schubert theorizes that in some individuals, negative emotions in the context of an “aesthetic” 

experience (like music) trigger a dissociative response that “inhibits the displeasure circuits of the brain.” 

Therefore, “those with strong tendencies to non-pathologically dissociate [can experience sad music] without 

activating displeasure.” 
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So the next time you feel the urge to listen to Sufjan Stevens or Fiona Apple or one of Chopin’s nocturnes, 

don’t fight it. A little sadness might just bring enormous enjoyment. 

 

Support JSTOR Daily! Join our new membership program on Patreon today. 
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From Sound to Significance: Exploring the Mechanisms Underlying Emotional Reactions to Music 

By: Patrick N Juslin, Gonçalo Barradas and Tuomas Eerola 

The American Journal of Psychology, Vol. 128, No. 3 (Fall 2015), pp. 281-304 

University of Illinois Press 

Individual Differences in the Enjoyment of Negative Emotion in Music: A Literature Review and 

Experiment 

By: Sandra Garrido and Emery Schubert 

Music Perception: An Interdisciplinary Journal, Vol. 28, No. 3 (February 2011), pp. 279-296 

University of California Press 
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Kiss of the Sun: Poetry, Love, and Our Search for Meaning at the End of Time 

A spare guide to making joyous peace with “the end of time, which is also the end of poetry (and wheat and 

evil and insects and love).” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

Who could fault us, really? Who could fault us — exquisite miracles of evolution with a wilderness of 

consciousness compacted into a modest mammalian skull with a limited cognitive capacity — for being so 

staggered and stupefied by the knowledge that everything we have ever known and loved and warred over, 

every axon of every neuron of every mind doing the knowing, along with the mosquito and the moons of 

Saturn, the neutrino and Andromeda, all banged into being 13.8 billion years ago from a single source, no 

louder than the opening note of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, no larger than the dot levitating over the small i, 

the I lowered from the pedestal of ego? 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/01/figuring/
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If we are lucky enough, if we are humble and awake enough, we might carve our confusion into an ode to 

“the singularity we once were.” Mostly, we blink in half-comprehending astonishment at the edge of terror — 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/04/23/singularity-marie-howe-animated/
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a consciousness as symphonic as ours cannot contemplate the beginning of time without a haunting awareness 

of the end of time, for we know that every beginning presupposes an end. We know with a mute creaturely 

knowledge, and we spend our complex lives hedging against it with all of our arts and antagonisms, that 

everything eventually ends — each love, each life, the universe itself. The succulent dream of eternity is 

kerneled with the hard fact that in a mere four billion years, the Sun — this common star whose modest 

yellow light kissed us into being amid the rude blankness of pure spacetime — will spin into its final collapse 

and take with it every mitochondrion and every trace of Beethoven. Who could fault us, then, for shuddering 

at the knowledge that all of it — all that glorious everythingness risen from the nothingness — will eventually 

vanish back into the void. 

Meteor shower, 1868. One of Étienne Léopold Trouvelot’s pioneering astronomical illustrations. 

(Available as a print and as a face mask.) 

Against this backdrop of awareness, the task and triumph of life is to find our own answer, private and pliant, 

to the bellowing question of what confers meaning and beauty upon our ephemeral existence — which is what 

Vermont poet laureate Mary Ruefle offers with uncommon splendor of sentiment and image in her poem 

“Kiss of the Sun,” found in her altogether ravishing Selected Poems (public library). 

Poetry entered my life fairly late along its finite trajectory, via my dear friend Emily Levine, who has since 

returned to the void. It has remained a friendship commons, a place to gather with humans I love and parse 

the meaning of why we are here, for as long as we share this improbable gift of aliveness. None has been 

more present or more kindred in this poetic adventure than Amanda Palmer. We began reading and reflecting 

on poems together in public between songs at Amanda’s shows nearly a decade ago. As our lives shape-

shifted, as the world shape-shifted, we never stopped: poetry, a metronome of friendship; poems, atoms of 

time and atoms of trust. And so I have entrusted Amanda with breathing voice into Mary Ruefle’s gorgeous 

existential exhale of a poem. 

 

 

KISS OF THE SUN 

by Mary Ruefle 

If, as they say, poetry is a sign of something 

among people, then let this be prearranged now, 

between us, while we are still peoples: that 

at the end of time, which is also the end of poetry 

(and wheat and evil and insects and love), 

when the entire human race gathers in the flesh, 

reconstituted down to the infant’s tiniest fold 

and littlest nail, I will be standing at the edge 

of that fathomless crowd with an orange for you, 

reconstituted down to its innermost seed protected 

by white thread, in case you are thirsty, which 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/05/25/beginning-of-time/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/07/07/trouvelots-astronomical-drawings/
https://society6.com/product/meteor-shower-by-tienne-lopold-trouvelot-1868-6iq_print?sku=s6-4686079p4a1v3?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/brainpicker/collection/vintage-science-face-masks?curator=brainpicker
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1933517565/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/selected-poems/oclc/688644625&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/02/03/emily-levine-cold-solace-anna-belle-kaufman/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2020/12/25/brian-greene-rilke/
https://www.brainpickings.org/tag/amanda-palmer/
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does not at this time seem like such a wild guess, 

and though there will be no poetry between us then, 

at the end of time, the geese all gone with the seas, 

I hope you will take it, and remember on earth 

I did not know how to touch it it was all so raw, 

and if by chance there is no edge to the crowd 

or anything else so that I am of it, 

I will take the orange and toss it as high as I can. 

Complement with Ruefle on why we read and her stunning color spectrum of sadness, then revisit Ursula K. 

Le Guin’s “Hymn to Time” and physicist Brian Greene’s Rilkean reflection on filling our finitude with 

meaning. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2021/04/16/kiss-of-the-sun-mary-

ruefle/?mc_cid=72c863e6c6&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 
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The Citizen 

by Pablo Neruda 

Issue no. 57 (Spring 1974) 

I went into the tool shops 

in all innocence 

to buy a simple hammer 

or some vague scissors. 

I should never have done it. 

Since then and restlessly 

I devote my time to steel, 

to the most shadowy tools: 

hoes bring me to my knees, 

horseshoes enslave me. 

I am troubled all week, 

chasing aluminum clouds, 

elaborate screws, 

bars of silent nickel, 

unnecessary door-knockers, 

and now the tool shops 

are aware of my addiction — 

they see me come into the cave 

with my wild madman’s eyes 

and see that I pine for 

curious smoky things 

which no one would want to buy 

and which I only goggle at. 

For in the addict’s dream 

sprout stainless steel flowers, 

endless iron blades, 

eye-droppers of oil, 

water-dippers of zinc, 

saws of marine cut. 

It’s like the inside of a star, 

the light in these toolshops — 

there in their own splendour 

are the essential nails, 

the invincible latchkeys, 

the bubbles in spirit levels 

and the tangles of wire. 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=e00dd94d63&e=d538c8f2e0
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They have a whale’s heart, 

these tool shops of the port — 

they’ve swallowed all the seas, 

all the bones of ships, 

waves and ancient tides 

come together there 

and leave behind in that stomach 

barrels which rumble about, 

ropes like gold arteries, 

anchors as heavy as planets, 

long and intricate chains 

like intestines of the whale itself 

and harpoons it swallowed, swimming 

east from the Gulf of Penas. 

Once I entered, I never left 

and never stopped going back; 

and I’ve never got away from 

the aura of tool shops. 

It’s like my home ground, 

it teaches me useless things, 

it drowns me like nostalgia. 

What can I do? There are single men 

in hotels, in bachelor rooms; 

there are patriots with drums 

and inexhaustible fliers 

who rise and fall in the air. 

I am not in your world. 

I’m a dedicated citizen, 

I belong to the tool shops. 

 

—translated by Alastair Reid 

  

•  

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=e00dd94d63&e=d538c8f2e0 

  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=e00dd94d63&e=d538c8f2e0
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Tidal power system will use an underwater kite to generate electricity 

By Ben Coxworth 

 

A conceptual design of the Manta system, which is somewhat different than the version described 

SRI International 

We've already heard about renewable energy systems that use aerial kites to generate electricity via the 

wind. Well, the Manta system is kind of similar, although it uses an underwater kite that "flies" in tidal 

or river currents. 

Manta was conceived by scientists at the California-based SRI International research institute, who 

recently received a three-year, US$4.2 million award to develop the technology in partnership with 

colleagues at the University of California, Berkeley. That award was granted by the US Department of 

Energy’s Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E), as part of its Submarine 

Hydrokinetic And Riverine Kilo-megawatt Systems (SHARKS) program. 

 

https://newatlas.com/author/ben-coxworth/
https://newatlas.com/twingtec-kite-power/27977/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
https://newatlas.com/twingtec-kite-power/27977/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
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At the heart of the system is a polymer-composite-coated foam kite, the shape of which was inspired by 

the manta ray. That kite is attached to a reeled tether, which is anchored to the floor of the ocean or a 

river in an area where there are strong currents. The tether reel is equipped with both an electric 

motor and a generator. 

At the start of each of its runs, the kite is angled so that it catches the full force of the current, allowing 

it to be carried downstream by that current. The reel spins quickly as it releases the tether, spinning up 

the generator in the process – this generates electricity, which could be stored in a battery or fed 

directly into the municipal grid. 

Once the kite reaches the end of its tether, it turns so that it presents a more streamlined profile to the 

current. The reel motor then winches it back in, so that it can subsequently perform another 

downstream run. Although the winching process does require some energy, the amount is reportedly 

much less than the system generates. According to a report on IEEE Spectrum, SRI is aiming for an 

average output of about 20 kilowatts per kite. 

As compared to other tidal power systems that incorporate structures such as underwater turbines, 

Manta is claimed to be considerably cheaper and easier to install, plus its kite can simply be reeled in 

when there's a chance that it may interfere with human activities or nearby wildlife. That said, because 

the kite itself is quite lightweight, its designers believe that it shouldn't present much of a hazard even 

when it is moving. 

SRI has stated that it now plans on building and operating a prototype to demonstrate the Manta 

technology, although we're still waiting to hear back regarding where it will be located and when it will 

be completed. 

Source: SRI International via IEEE Spectrum 

We recommend 

1. Downloads and Upgrades 

GenomeWeb, 2010 

2. Biocartis, Kite Sign Agreement for Assay Development Aimed at Immunotherapies 

staff reporter, GenomeWeb, 2019 

3. Biocartis, Kite Sign Development Agreement for Immunotherapy Assays 

staff reporter, GenomeWeb, 2019 

https://newatlas.com/energy/orbital-o2-tidal-turbine/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
https://medium.com/dish/sris-manta-underwater-kite-system-to-provide-reliable-eco-friendly-and-cost-effective-power-from-2ca2e9c28c42
https://spectrum.ieee.org/energywise/energy/renewables/underwater-manta-kites-tidal-power-harvesting
https://www.genomeweb.com/informatics/downloads-and-upgrades-58?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1
https://www.genomeweb.com/molecular-diagnostics/biocartis-kite-sign-agreement-assay-development-aimed-immunotherapies?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1#.XPUsg9WxUZA
https://www.genomeweb.com/molecular-diagnostics/biocartis-kite-sign-development-agreement-immunotherapy-assays?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1#.XPUxgxZKiUk
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1. Biocartis, Kite Sign Development Agreement for Immunotherapy Assays 

360Dx, 2019 

2. Electronic Health Records Fail to Detect Many Medication Oversights 

Cardiology Advisor, 2020 

3. The Food and Drug Administration Identifies Most Needed Meds to Address Urgent Medical 

Conditions 

MRP, 2020 

 

Ben Coxworth 

Based out of Edmonton, Canada, Ben Coxworth has been writing for New Atlas since 2009 and is 

presently Managing Editor for North America. An experienced freelance writer, he previously obtained 

an English BA from the University of Saskatchewan, then spent over 20 years working in various 

markets as a television reporter, producer and news videographer. Ben is particularly interested in 

scientific innovation, human-powered transportation, and the marine environment. 

 

https://newatlas.com/energy/manta-underwater-kite-tidal-power/  

https://www.360dx.com/molecular-diagnostics/biocartis-kite-sign-development-agreement-immunotherapy-assays?utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&utm_source=TrendMD&trendmd-shared=1
https://www.thecardiologyadvisor.com/home/topics/practice-management/electronic-health-records-fail-to-detect-many-medication-errors/?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Cardiology_Advisor_TrendMD_1
https://www.empr.com/home/news/fda-list-of-essential-drugs-biologic-product-medicines-future-health-emergencies/?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Cardiology_Advisor_TrendMD_1
https://www.empr.com/home/news/fda-list-of-essential-drugs-biologic-product-medicines-future-health-emergencies/?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Cardiology_Advisor_TrendMD_1
https://newatlas.com/author/ben-coxworth/
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Craving for minerals: the delicate balance of the energy transition 

ENERGY • MATERIALS 

BySilvia Román March 31, 2021 0 comments 

Erzberg iron ore mine, Eisenerz, Austria. Photo by Sebastian Pichler on Unsplash 

Even if we firmly go down the path of the low-carbon economy, the energy transition to renewables is only 

just beginning. We live now in a world that is still very much fossil fuel-based and the landscape of a fully 

renewable-powered future has not yet been shaped (and we might have to wait a few more decades to see it). 

At the moment, there is a great deal of uncertainty about which technologies will prevail and become 

dominant in the market and which ones will be discarded and rapidly forgotten. What we really know for sure 

is that most of the technologies and subtechnologies that are presently being developed are highly dependent 

on the availability of a variety of minerals, not a minor issue both from the environmental and socio-political 

perspectives. 

It is a fact that the energy transition will be mineral-intensive, and thus it will come at a cost in terms of 

consumption of natural resources. According to a recent report1 from the World Bank Group, the production 

of minerals such as graphite, lithium and cobalt could increase up to 500% by 2050 just to meet the demand 

for clean energy technologies and even if recycling rates increase largely they will be far from meeting the 

demand for minerals that are critical to produce these technologies. In addition, the already mentioned 

uncertainty about which precise mix of technologies will succeed in the market makes it more difficult to 

assess the natural resources at risk. 

But let’s have a quick look at the main technologies at stake and their dependence on specific minerals. It 

goes without saying that solar photovoltaic and wind are the fastest growing and most widely deployed 

renewable energies worldwide, having achieved electricity generation prices competitive with those of fossil 

fuel generation. Regarding solar PV, it is expected that crystalline silicon cells remain dominant in the market, 

https://mappingignorance.org/category/technology/energy/
https://mappingignorance.org/category/technology/materials/
https://mappingignorance.org/2021/03/31/craving-for-minerals-the-delicate-balance-of-the-energy-transition/#author
https://mappingignorance.org/2021/03/31/craving-for-minerals-the-delicate-balance-of-the-energy-transition/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#comments
https://unsplash.com/@pichler_sebastian?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/mining?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://mappingignorance.org/2021/03/31/craving-for-minerals-the-delicate-balance-of-the-energy-transition/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#sdfootnote1sym
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although other subtechnologies such as copper-indium-gallium-selenide (CIGS) cells could increase their 

market share due to some interesting features, such as flexibility and reduced thickness. At any rate, prospects 

are that aluminium will account for 88% of solar PV components by 2050, followed by 11% of copper and a 

mix of other minerals such as silver, lead or indium. And even if aluminium has the highest production levels 

compared with other less common minerals used in renewables, this element will become vital not only for 

solar PV but also for other related technologies such as energy storage. Aluminium becoming a strategic 

material for the energy transition can be deduced from the recent incorporation of bauxite, the main mineral 

source of aluminium, to the 2020 EU list of critical raw materials2. 

Figure 1. Expected share of mineral demand from solar PV technologies. Credit | World Bank Group, 2020. 

Wind energy has developed two main solutions based on different turbines’ location, onshore and offshore. 

Both solutions carry their corresponding subtechnologies: onshore mostly uses geared turbines, with iron and 

copper as their main components, while offshore uses direct-drive turbines, where the frequent use of 

permanent magnets involves small quantities of rare earth minerals such as neodymium and dysprosium. The 

changing share of onshore/offshore subtechnologies will have an impact on the demand of these rare earth 

minerals that, if not scarce, have extraction and production processes extraordinarily damaging to the 

environment. 

https://mappingignorance.org/2021/03/31/craving-for-minerals-the-delicate-balance-of-the-energy-transition/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#sdfootnote2sym
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Figure 2. Expected share of mineral demand from wind energy technologies. Credit | World Bank Group, 

2020. 

The third relevant technology towards a low-carbon future is undoubtedly energy storage. It will be key to 

store the power intermittently generated by solar PV and wind farms and to later dispatch it as needed. 

Moreover, energy storage is already being pivotal in the development of electric vehicles. Both applications, 

stationary and mobile energy storage, have different desirable features and thus will result in different 

technological solutions (for instance, weight is key in vehicles but somehow irrelevant in stationary 

applications). Although energy storage subtechnologies are currently one of the most changing innovation 

landscape, some cross-cutting minerals used in batteries will have a central role in the near future, specifically 

graphite (used in the Li-ion battery anode), cobalt and nickel (part of some Li-ion battery cathodes) and 

lithium (present as the electrolyte in the form of lithium salts). 
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Figure 3. Expected share of mineral demand from energy storage technologies. Credit | World Bank Group, 

2020. 

These prospects, that have been carefully assessed by global institutions such as the International Energy 

Agency (IEA) and the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), raise the issue of mining becoming 

a key agent of the energy transition, a reality that it could be described, at the very least, as shocking. 

Extractive activities have indeed remarkable impact both on the environment and on local communities, not to 

mention the global instabilities caused by transnational raw materials trade. Failure to address these 

environmental and socio-political risks could well result in a major setback for climate action, condemning us 

to repeat the old patterns inherited from the fossil fuel era. 

https://www.iea.org/
https://www.irena.org/
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Figure 4. Map of active metal and energy minerals mining sites. Credit | SNL Metals & Mining Database, 

2017. 

A recently published article3 raises awareness about the geopolitical consequences of the energy transition, 

pointing out that increased competition over a certain group of minerals, unevenly distributed around the 

globe, can bring new risks and tensions. Ensuring an uninterrupted supply of the materials needed for the 

energy transition is currently a major objective of international actors such as the European Union. We 

already mentioned the renewed 2020 list of critical raw materials launched last September by the European 

Commission, a list where supply risk is an essential parameter to assess the material ‘criticality’. In fact, some 

of the new incorporations to the list are closely related to high supply concentration: 64% of bauxite EU 

imports come from Guinea and 78% of lithium comes from Chile4, two minerals identified as pivotal for the 

energy transition. Not to mention China’s quasi-monopoly on rare earth elements exports such as dysprosium 

and neodymium. 

As for the impact on the environment, we cannot lose sight of the fact that extraction of finite natural 

resources always comes at the expense of ecosystems and the peoples inhabiting them (that is, after all, the 

whole point of transitioning to renewables). Scientists from Australia and Canada, two countries closely 

linked to the mining sector, are currently analysing5 how mining activities specifically addressed to renewable 

energy production will exacerbate threats to biodiversity. They have mapped the global extent of areas 

potentially affected, concluding that up to 50 million km2 of Earth’s land surface are at risk of suffering the 

consequences of these extraction activities, 8% of them coinciding with protected areas, 7% with key 

biodiversity areas and 16% with remaining wilderness, ie, areas currently free from industrial-scale activities 

and human pressures. Among the main threats to species and ecosystems derived from mining activities are 

soil degradation due to acid mine drainage, deforestation and water stress and contamination6. 

All in all, the results of the latest analyses suggest that achieving a large-scale deployment of renewable 

energy will require a delicate balance between meeting minerals demand and allowing land and biodiversity 

https://mappingignorance.org/2021/03/31/craving-for-minerals-the-delicate-balance-of-the-energy-transition/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#sdfootnote3sym
https://mappingignorance.org/2021/03/31/craving-for-minerals-the-delicate-balance-of-the-energy-transition/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#sdfootnote4sym
https://mappingignorance.org/2021/03/31/craving-for-minerals-the-delicate-balance-of-the-energy-transition/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#sdfootnote5sym
https://mappingignorance.org/2021/03/31/craving-for-minerals-the-delicate-balance-of-the-energy-transition/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#sdfootnote6sym
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protection. Experts advise not to take anything for granted and strategically plan our future energy system, 

avoiding the mistakes of the past and introducing the energy transition weaknesses and contradictions into the 

public debate. 
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The Enchanted Bluff 

by Willa Cather 

 

The Enchanted Bluff (1909) was published in Harper's Magazine, April 1909. "The Indians say that 

hundreds of years ago, before the Spaniards came, there was a village away up there in the air. The tribe that 

lived there had some sort of steps, made out of wood and bark, bung down over the face of the bluff, and the 

braves went down to hunt and carried water up in big jars swung on their backs." 

 

El Morro 

National Monument, New Mexico, 2013 

We had our swim before sundown, and while we were cooking our supper the oblique rays of light made a 

dazzling glare on the white sand about us. The translucent red ball itself sank behind the brown stretches of 

cornfield as we sat down to eat, and the warm layer of air that had rested over the water and our clean sand 

bar grew fresher and smelled of the rank ironweed and sunflowers growing on the flatter shore. The river was 

brown and sluggish, like any other of the half-dozen streams that water the Nebraska corn lands. On one shore 

was an irregular line of bald clay bluffs where a few scrub oaks with thick trunks and flat, twisted tops threw 

light shadows on the long grass. The western shore was low and level, with cornfields that stretched to the 

https://americanliterature.com/author/willa-cather
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skyline, and all along the water's edge were little sandy coves and beaches where slim cottonwoods and 

willow saplings flickered. The turbulence of the river in springtime discouraged milling, and, beyond keeping 

the old red bridge in repair, the busy farmers did not concern themselves with the stream; so the Sandtown 

boys were left in undisputed possession. In the autumn we hunted quail through the miles of stubble and 

fodder land along the flat shore, and, after the winter skating season was over and the ice had gone out, the 

spring freshets and flooded bottoms gave us our great excitement of the year. The channel was never the same 

for two successive seasons. Every spring the swollen stream undermined a bluff to the east, or bit out a few 

acres of cornfield to the west and whirled the soil away, to deposit it in spumy mud banks somewhere else. 

When the water fell low in midsummer, new sand bars were thus exposed to dry and whiten in the August 

sun. Sometimes these were banked so firmly that the fury of the next freshet failed to unseat them; the little 

willow seedlings emerged triumphantly from the yellow froth, broke into spring leaf, shot up into summer 

growth, and with their mesh of roots bound together the moist sand beneath them against the batterings of 

another April. Here and there a cottonwood soon glittered among them, quivering in the low current of air 

that, even on breathless days when the dust hung like smoke above the wagon road, trembled along the face of 

the water. 

It was on such an island, in the third summer of its yellow green, that we built our watch fire; not in the 

thicket of dancing willow wands, but on the level terrace of fine sand which had been added that spring; a 

little new bit of world, beautifully ridged with ripple marks, and strewn with the tiny skeletons of turtles and 

fish, all as white and dry as if they had been expertly cured. We had been careful not to mar the freshness of 

the place, although we often swam to it on summer evenings and lay on the sand to rest. 

This was our last watch fire of the year, and there were reasons why I should remember it better than any of 

the others. Next week the other boys were to file back to their old places in the Sandtown High School, but I 

was to go up to the Divide to teach my first country school in the Norwegian district. I was already homesick 

at the thought of quitting the boys with whom I had always played; of leaving the river, and going up into a 

windy plain that was all windmills and cornfields and big pastures; where there was nothing wilful or 

unmanageable in the landscape, no new islands, and no chance of unfamiliar birds--such as often followed the 

watercourses. 

Other boys came and went and used the river for fishing or skating, but we six were sworn to the spirit of the 

stream, and we were friends mainly because of the river. There were the two Hassler boys, Fritz and Otto, 

sons of the little German tailor. They were the youngest of us; ragged boys of ten and twelve, with sunburned 

hair, weather-stained faces, and pale blue eyes. Otto, the elder, was the best mathematician in school, and 

clever at his books, but he always dropped out in the spring term as if the river could not get on without him. 

He and Fritz caught the fat, horned catfish and sold them about the town, and they lived so much in the water 

that they were as brown and sandy as the river itself. 

There was Percy Pound, a fat, freckled boy with chubby cheeks, who took half a dozen boys' story-papers and 

was always being kept in for reading detective stories behind his desk. There was Tip Smith, destined by his 

freckles and red hair to be the buffoon in all our games, though he walked like a timid little old man and had a 

funny, cracked laugh. Tip worked hard in his father's grocery store every afternoon, and swept it out before 

school in the morning. Even his recreations were laborious. He collected cigarette cards and tin tobacco-tags 

indefatigably, and would sit for hours humped up over a snarling little scroll-saw which he kept in his attic. 

His dearest possessions were some little pill bottles that purported to contain grains of wheat from the Holy 
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Land, water from the Jordan and the Dead Sea, and earth from the Mount of Olives. His father had bought 

these dull things from a Baptist missionary who peddled them, and Tip seemed to derive great satisfaction 

from their remote origin. 
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The tall boy was Arthur Adams. He had fine hazel eves that were almost too reflective and sympathetic for a 

boy, and such a pleasant voice that we all loved to hear him read aloud. Even when he had to read poetry 

aloud at school, no one ever thought of laughing. To be sure, he was not at school very much of the time. He 

was seventeen and should have finished the High School the year before, but he was always off somewhere 

with his gun. Arthur's mother was dead, and his father, who was feverishly absorbed in promoting schemes, 

wanted to send the boy away to school and get him off his hands; but Arthur always begged off for another 

year and promised to study. I remember him as a tall, brown boy with an intelligent face, always lounging 

among a lot of us little fellows, laughing at us oftener than with us, but such a soft, satisfied laugh that we felt 

rather flattered when we provoked it. In after-years people said that Arthur had been given to evil ways as a 

]ad, and it is true that we often saw him with the gambler's sons and with old Spanish Fanny's boy, but if he 

learned anything ugly in their company he never betrayed it to us. We would have followed Arthur anywhere, 

and I am bound to say that he led us into no worse places than the cattail marshes and the stubble fields. 

These, then, were the boys who camped with me that summer night upon the sand bar. 

After we finished our supper we beat the willow thicket for driftwood. By the time we had collected enough, 

night had fallen, and the pungent, weedy smell from the shore increased with the coolness. We threw 

ourselves down about the fire and made another futile effort to show Percy Pound the Little Dipper. We had 

tried it often before, but he could never be got past the big one. 

"You see those three big stars just below the handle, with the bright one in the middle?" said Otto Hassler; 

"that's Orion's belt, and the bright one is the clasp." I crawled behind Otto's shoulder and sighted up his arm to 

the star that seemed perched upon the tip of his steady forefinger. The Hassler boys did seine-fishing at night, 

and they knew a good many stars. 

Percy gave up the Little Dipper and lay back on the sand, his hands clasped under his head. "I can see the 

North Star," he announced, contentedly, pointing toward it with his big toe. "Anyone might get lost and need 

to know that." 

We all looked up at it. 

"How do you suppose Columbus felt when his compass didn't point north any more?" Tip asked. 

Otto shook his head. "My father says that there was another North Star once, and that maybe this one won't 

last always. I wonder what would happen to us down here if anything went wrong with it?" 

Arthur chuckled. "I wouldn't worry, Ott. Nothing's apt to happen to it in your time. Look at the Milky Way! 

There must be lots of good dead Indians." 

We lay back and looked, meditating, at the dark cover of the world. The gurgle of the water had become 

heavier. We had often noticed a mutinous, complaining note in it at night, quite different from its cheerful 

daytime chuckle, and seeming like the voice of a much deeper and more powerful stream. Our water had 

always these two moods: the one of sunny complaisance, the other of inconsolable, passionate regret. 
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"Queer how the stars are all in sort of diagrams," remarked Otto. "You could do most any proposition in 

geometry with 'em. They always look as if they meant something. Some folks say everybody's fortune is all 

written out in the stars, don't they?" 

"They believe so in the old country," Fritz affirmed. 

But Arthur only laughed at him. "You're thinking of Napoleon, Fritzey. He had a star that went out when he 

began to lose battles. I guess the stars don't keep any close tally on Sandtown folks." 

We were speculating on how many times we could count a hundred before the evening star went down behind 

the cornfields, when someone cried, "There comes the moon, and it's as big as a cart wheel!" 

We all jumped up to greet it as it swam over the bluffs behind us. It came up like a galleon in full sail; an 

enormous, barbaric thing, red as an angry heathen god. 

"When the moon came up red like that, the Aztecs used to sacrifice their prisoners on the temple top," Percy 

announced. 

"Go on, Perce. You got that out of Golden Days. Do you believe that, Arthur?" I appealed. 

Arthur answered, quite seriously: "Like as not. The moon was one of their gods. When my father was in 

Mexico City he saw the stone where they used to sacrifice their prisoners." 

As we dropped down by the fire again some one asked whether the Mound-Builders were older than the 

Aztecs. When we once got upon the Mound-Builders we never willingly got away from them, and we were 

still conjecturing when we heard a loud splash in the water. 

"Must have been a big cat jumping," said Fritz. "They do sometimes. They must see bugs in the dark. Look 

what a track the moon makes!" 

There was a long, silvery streak on the water, and where the current fretted over a big log it boiled up like 

gold pieces. 

"Suppose there ever was any gold hid away in this old river?" Fritz asked. He lay like a little brown Indian, 

close to the fire, his chin on his hand and his bare feet in the air. His brother laughed at him, but Arthur took 

his suggestion seriously. 

"Some of the Spaniards thought there was gold up here somewhere. Seven cities chuck full of gold, they had 

it, and Coronado and his men came up to hunt it. The Spaniards were all over this country once." 

Percy looked interested. "Was that before the Mormons went through?" 

We all laughed at this. 
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"Long enough before. Before the Pilgrim Fathers, Perce. Maybe they came along this very river. They always 

followed the watercourses." 

"I wonder where this river really does begin?" Tip mused. That was an old and a favorite mystery which the 

map did not clearly explain. On the map the little black line stopped somewhere in western Kansas; but since 

rivers generally rose in mountains, it was only reasonable to suppose that ours came from the Rockies. Its 

destination, we knew, was the Missouri, and the Hassler boys always maintained that we could embark at 

Sandtown in floodtime, follow our noses, and eventually arrive at New Orleans. Now they took up their old 

argument. "If us boys had grit enough to try it, it wouldn't take no time to get to Kansas City and St. Joe." 

We began to talk about the places we wanted to go to. The Hassler boys wanted to see the stockyards in 

Kansas City, and Percy wanted to see a big store in Chicago. Arthur was interlocutor and did not betray 

himself. 

"Now it's your turn, Tip." 

Tip rolled over on his elbow and poked the fire, and his eyes looked shyly out of his queer, tight little face. 

"My place is awful far away. My Uncle Bill told me about it." 

Tip's Uncle Bill was a wanderer, bitten with mining fever, who had drifted into Sandtown with a broken arm, 

and when it was well had drifted out again. 

"Where is it?" 

"Aw, it's down in New Mexico somewheres. There aren't no railroads or anything. You have to go on mules, 

and you run out of water before you get there and have to drink canned tomatoes." 

"Well, go on, kid. What's it like when you do get there?" 

Tip sat up and excitedly began his story. 

"There's a big red rock there that goes right up out of the sand for about nine hundred feet. The country's flat 

all around it, and this here rock goes up all by itself, like a monument. They call it the Enchanted Bluff down 

there, because no white man has ever been on top of it. The sides are smooth rock, and straight up, like a wall. 

The Indians say that hundreds of years ago, before the Spaniards came, there was a village away up there in 

the air. The tribe that lived there had some sort of steps, made out of wood and bark, bung down over the face 

of the bluff, and the braves went down to hunt and carried water up in big jars swung on their backs. They 

kept a big supply of water and dried meat up there, and never went down except to hunt. They were a peaceful 

tribe that made cloth and pottery, and they went up there to get out of the wars. You see, they could pick off 

any war party that tried to get up their little steps. The Indians say they were a handsome people, and they had 

some sort of queer religion. Uncle Bill thinks they were Cliff-Dwellers who had got into trouble and left 

home. They weren't fighters, anyhow. 
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"One time the braves were down hunting and an awful storm came up--a kind of waterspout--and when they 

got back to their rock they found their little staircase had been all broken to pieces, and only a few steps were 

left hanging away up in the air. While they were camped at the foot of the rock, wondering what to do, a war 

party from the north came along and massacred 'em to a man, with all the old folks and women looking on 

from the rock. Then the war party went on south and left the village to get down the best way they could. Of 

course they never got down. They starved to death up there, and when the war party came back on their way 

north, they could hear the children crying from the edge of the bluff where they had crawled out, but they 

didn't see a sign of a grown Indian, and nobody has ever been up there since." 

We exclaimed at this dolorous legend and sat up. 

"There couldn't have been many people up there," Percy demurred. "How big is the top, Tip?" 

"Oh, pretty big. Big enough so that the rock doesn't look nearly as tall as it is. The top's bigger than the base. 

The bluff is sort of worn away for several hundred feet up. That's one reason it's so hard to climb." 

I asked how the Indians got up, in the first place. 

"Nobody knows how they got up or when. A hunting party came along once and saw that there was a town up 

there, and that was all." 

Otto rubbed his chin and looked thoughtful. "Of course there must be some way to get up there. Couldn't 

people get a rope over someway and pull a ladder up?" 

Tip's little eyes were shining with excitement. "I know a way. Me and Uncle Bill talked it over. There's a kind 

of rocket that would take a rope over--lifesavers use 'em--and then you could hoist a rope ladder and peg it 

down at the bottom and make it tight with guy ropes on the other side. I'm going to climb that there bluff, and 

I've got it all planned out." 

Fritz asked what he expected to find when he got up there. 

"Bones, maybe, or the ruins of their town, or pottery, or some of their idols. There might be 'most anything up 

there. Anyhow, I want to see." 

"Sure nobody else has been up there, Tip?" Arthur asked. 

"Dead sure. Hardly anybody ever goes down there. Some hunters tried to cut steps in the rock once, but they 

didn't get higher than a man can reach. The Bluff's all red granite, and Uncle Bill thinks it's a boulder the 

glaciers left. It's a queer place, anyhow. Nothing but cactus and desert for hundreds of miles, and yet right 

under the Bluff there's good water and plenty of grass. That's why the bison used to go down there." 

Suddenly we heard a scream above our fire, and jumped up to see a dark, slim bird floating southward far 

above us--a whooping crane, we knew by her cry and her long neck. We ran to the edge of the island, hoping 
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we might see her alight, but she wavered southward along the rivercourse until we lost her. The Hassler boys 

declared that by the look of the heavens it must be after midnight, so we threw more wood on our fire, put on 

our jackets, and curled down in the warm sand. Several of us pretended to doze, but I fancy we were really 

thinking about Tip's Bluff and the extinct people. Over in the wood the ring doves were calling mournfully to 

one another, and once we heard a dog bark, far away. "Somebody getting into old Tommy's melon patch," 

Fritz murmured sleepily, but nobody answered him. By and by Percy spoke out of the shadows. 

"Say, Tip, when you go down there will you take me with you?" 

"Maybe." 

"Suppose one of us beats you down there, Tip?" 

"Whoever gets to the Bluff first has got to promise to tell the rest of us exactly what he finds," remarked one 

of the Hassler boys, and to this we all readily assented. 

Somewhat reassured, I dropped off to sleep. I must have dreamed about a race for the Bluff, for I awoke in a 

kind of fear that other people were getting ahead of me and that I was losing my chance. I sat up in my damp 

clothes and looked at the other boys, who lay tumbled in uneasy attitudes about the dead fire. It was still dark, 

but the sky was blue with the last wonderful azure of night. The stars glistened like crystal globes, and 

trembled as if they shone through a depth of clear water. Even as I watched, they began to pale and the sky 

brightened. Day came suddenly, almost instantaneously. I turned for another look at the blue night, and it was 

gone. Everywhere the birds began to call, and all manner of little insects began to chirp and hop about in the 

willows. A breeze sprang up from the west and brought the heavy smell of ripened corn. The boys rolled over 

and shook themselves. We stripped and plunged into the river just as the sun came up over the windy bluffs. 

When I came home to Sandtown at Christmas time, we skated out to our island and talked over the whole 

project of the Enchanted Bluff, renewing our resolution to find it. 

Although that was twenty years ago, none of us have ever climbed the Enchanted Bluff. Percy Pound is a 

stockbroker in Kansas City and will go nowhere that his red touring car cannot carry him. Otto Hassler went 

on the railroad and lost his foot braking; after which he and Fritz succeeded their father as the town tailors. 

Arthur sat about the sleepy little town all his life--he died before he was twenty-five. The last time I saw him, 

when I was home on one of my college vacations, he was sitting in a steamer chair under a cottonwood tree in 

the little yard behind one of the two Sandtown saloons. He was very untidy and his hand was not steady, but 

when he rose, unabashed, to greet me, his eyes were as clear and warm as ever. When I had talked with him 

for an hour and heard him laugh again, I wondered how it was that when Nature had taken such pains with a 

man, from his hands to the arch of his long foot, she had ever lost him in Sandtown. He joked about Tip 

Smith's Bluff, and declared he was going down there just as soon as the weather got cooler; he thought the 

Grand Canyon might be worth while, too. 

I was perfectly sure when I left him that he would never get beyond the high plank fence and the comfortable 

shade of the cottonwood. And, indeed, it was under that very tree that he died one summer morning. 
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Tip Smith still talks about going to New Mexico. He married a slatternly, unthrifty country girl, has been 

much tied to a perambulator, and has grown stooped and grey from irregular meals and broken sleep. But the 

worst of his difficulties are now over, and he has, as he says, come into easy water. When I was last in 

Sandtown I walked home with him late one moonlight night, after he had balanced his cash and shut up his 

store. We took the long way around and sat down on the schoolhouse steps, and between us we quite revived 

the romance of the lone red rock and the extinct people. Tip insists that he still means to go down there, but he 

thinks now he will wait until his boy Bert is old enough to go with him. Bert has been let into the story, and 

thinks of nothing but the Enchanted Bluff. 

 

The Enchanted Bluff was featured as The Short Story of the Day on Sat, Apr 24, 2021 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/willa-cather/short-story/the-enchanted-bluff 

  

https://americanliterature.com/short-story-of-the-day
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Billion-year old fossil may be first multicellular animal 

By Michael Irving 

 

The billion-year-old multicellular microfossil was found at Loch Torridon in the Scottish Highlands 

grafxart/Depositphotos 

Scientists have discovered the fossil of what may be the earliest multicellular animal ever found. Dating 

back a billion years, the microscopic fossil contains two distinct cell types, potentially making it an 

ancestor to advanced animals. 

Records show that life arose relatively quickly after Earth was formed, but for a long time it was 

dominated by single-celled organisms – a period sometimes referred to as the “Boring Billion.” Things 

are thought to have gotten more “exciting” after about 800 million years ago, as multicellular animals 

began to appear, before rapidly diversifying during the Cambrian Explosion some 540 million years 

ago. 

 

https://newatlas.com/author/michael-irving/
https://depositphotos.com/255694352/stock-photo-scenic-coastal-landscape-remote-village.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boring_Billion
https://newatlas.com/rise-of-algae-snowball-earth-animal-evolution/50934/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
https://newatlas.com/oxygen-spike-cambrian-explosion/59658/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
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But now, scientists have discovered a multicellular microfossil dating back one billion years – several 

hundred million years earlier than multicellular animals were thought to have arisen. Found at Loch 

Torridon in the Northwest Scottish Highlands, the new fossil belongs to a spherical organism with two 

clearly differentiated cell types. As such, it’s been named Bicellum Brasieri. 

“Biologists have speculated that the origin of animals included the incorporation and repurposing of 

prior genes that had evolved earlier in unicellular organisms,” says Professor Paul Strother, lead 

investigator on the team. “What we see in Bicellum is an example of such a genetic system, involving 

cell-cell adhesion and cell differentiation that may have been incorporated into the animal genome half 

a billion years later.” 

It’s important to note that Bicellum isn’t the earliest instance of multicellular life in general. The oldest 

evidence is more than 3 billion years old, while clumps of single-celled organisms were getting around 

in multicellular-like colonies more than 2 billion years ago. 

 

A microscope image of the spherical fossil of Bicellum Brasieri, a holozoa that contains two distinct cell 

types 

Professor Paul Strother 

https://newatlas.com/earliest-evidence-life-mobility/58435/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
https://newatlas.com/science/bicellum-fossil-first-multicellular-animal/#gallery:1?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
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But Bicellum has claimed the crown for oldest multicellular member of the holozoa clade. This large 

group contains all animals, as well as the closest single-celled relatives, but specifically excludes fungi. 

That means it would represent a key transitional phase between single-celled and multicellular 

holozoans, and the first multicellular animal currently known. 

Interestingly, the location of the find was an ancient freshwater lake, suggesting this crucial 

evolutionary step may not have occurred in the oceans as currently thought. 

The research was published in the journal Current Biology. 

Source: University of Sheffield 

We recommend 
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GenomeWeb, 2014 

2. Horizon Discovery, Agios Pharmaceuticals, US National Institutes of Health, Whitehead 
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GenomeWeb, 2011 
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https://www.cell.com/current-biology/fulltext/S0960-9822(21)00424-3
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/news/billion-year-old-fossil-reveals-missing-link-evolution-animals
https://www.genomeweb.com/blog/and-covered?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1
https://www.genomeweb.com/cbanews/horizon-discovery-agios-pharmaceuticals-us-national-institutes-health-whitehead-?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1#.W57ugMdZrnc
https://www.genomeweb.com/cbanews/horizon-discovery-agios-pharmaceuticals-us-national-institutes-health-whitehead-?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1#.W57ugMdZrnc
https://www.genomeweb.com/rethinking-cancer?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1
https://www.genomeweb.com/sequencing/researchers-sequence-sponge-genome?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1
https://www.genomeweb.com/proteomics/researchers-identify-protein-markers-predicting-severity-hospitalization-flu-cas?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1
https://www.empr.com/home/news/fda-list-of-essential-drugs-biologic-product-medicines-future-health-emergencies/?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Cardiology_Advisor_TrendMD_1
https://www.empr.com/home/news/fda-list-of-essential-drugs-biologic-product-medicines-future-health-emergencies/?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Cardiology_Advisor_TrendMD_1
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Michael Irving 

Michael has always been fascinated by space, technology, dinosaurs, and the weirder mysteries of the 

universe. With a Bachelor of Arts in Professional Writing and several years experience under his belt, 

he joined New Atlas as a staff writer in 2016. 

  

https://newatlas.com/author/michael-irving/
https://newatlas.com/author/michael-irving/
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Agostino Ramelli’s Theatre of Machines (1588) 

 

Instead of an e-reader, picture your favorite books on a portable Ferris wheel, a lazy susan of knowledge and 

imagination turned on its side. Supplement your jogging habit with a treadmill that literally mills, converting 

caloric expenditure into bread flour. Or flip another page to find: bandsaws and bellows powered by rivers; 

ecological cofferdams; and a fountain that uses hydrostatic pressure to sing the songs of birds, beckoning 

nightingales to preen beneath its spouting showers. 

If this sounds like an Arcadian vision of the future, it is a future from the past. Agostino Ramelli’s 1588 Le 

diverse et artificiose machine (Diverse and artificial machines) features these devices (and about two hundred 

others) in an intricately illustrated volume. Published in Paris as a bilingual edition dedicated to King Henri 

III, the French and Italian tome has as much in common with literary texts as mechanical manuals. Ramelli’s 

designs gain their value not from practicality and efficiency (few were ever built), but 

from “classical gravitas”, visual imitations of the antiquity that Renaissance scholars and artists were busy 

rediscovering and, in turn, inventing. 

A Catholic soldier who developed his mechanical prowess in the military, Ramelli trained with the Marquis of 

Marignano before moving to France to fight against the Huguenots. Equally devoted to mathematics and war, 

https://archive.org/details/gri_33125009356607/page/n6/mode/2up
https://archive.org/details/gri_33125009356607/page/n6/mode/2up
https://books.google.fi/books?id=MUmvVfXKWc4C&lpg=PA104&ots=VGjWEBArAE&dq=classical%20gravitas%20sawday&pg=PA104#v=onepage&q&f=false
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Ramelli included in his book what Witold Rybczysnki describes, in his history of screws and screwdrivers, as 

“a number of siege engines, cunning pontoon bridges that unfold like accordions, scaling machines, and 

monstrous catapults.” But Ramelli directs the most energy to the peaceful manipulation of water: dozens of 

devices for raising, diverting, and channeling aquatic bodies. 

Despite the complex detail with which Ramelli draws and describes his inventions, the illustrations obscure as 

much as they reveal, evincing what Jonathan Sawday calls Renaissance writers’ “general love of 

concealment, hidden revelation, and secrecy”. Ramelli had good reason for not tipping his hand. In the 

introduction, his pen turns poisonous when describing how other inventors had “furtively robbed me of my 

special drawings”. While perhaps the most famous of his time, Ramelli was not the only Renaissance 

machinist. Aspects of his book resemble and influenced works by Giovanni Branca, Jacopo Strada, Vittorio 

Zonca, and Michelangelo. 

 

https://books.google.fi/books?id=-W7wk8wzfs8C&lpg=PA49&dq=anyone%20who%20takes%20pleasure%20in%20study%2C%20especially%20those%20who%20are%20indisposed%20and%20tormented%20by%20gout.%E2%80%9D&pg=PA48#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://books.google.fi/books?id=MUmvVfXKWc4C&lpg=PA103&ots=VGjWECsoxF&dq=Renaissance%20writers%E2%80%99%20more%20general%20love%20of%20concealment%2C%20hidden%20revelation%2C%20and%20secrecy&pg=PA103#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://archive.org/details/lemachinevolumen00bran/page/n5/mode/2up
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/JACOPO-STRADA-Dessins-artificieux-de-toutes-sortes-de-machines-Francfort-1617-1618_fig2_332902434
https://artsandculture.google.com/asset/nouo-teatro-di-machine-et-edificii%E2%80%A6-page-64-vittorio-zonca/-AHsKbcAPEYROw?hl=en
https://artsandculture.google.com/asset/nouo-teatro-di-machine-et-edificii%E2%80%A6-page-64-vittorio-zonca/-AHsKbcAPEYROw?hl=en
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/who-says-michelangelo-was-right-conflicting-visions-of-the-past-in-early-modern-prints
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Most prescient, perhaps, was his book wheel, which Megan Garber has called “the Kindle of the 16th 

century”. Borrowing the epicyclic gearing mechanism from astronomical clocks, Ramelli envisioned the 

machine to be of use to “anyone who takes pleasure in study, especially those who are indisposed and 

tormented by gout.” More impressive than its workings was the circular form — which some read as an 

anticipation of how printed and digital texts came to circulate globally — and its system of shelves, which 

work almost like web-browser tabs. Curiously, the revolving reader might be indebted to Chinese innovation, 

where similar machines appear in Buddhist temples during the sixth century. Joseph Needham, for example, 

believes that a description of rotating Ming “kiosques” found its way to Europe via Shah Rukh, son of Timur. 

Today, Ramelli’s device still retains fans: Anthony Grafton, Professor of History at Princeton 

University, supposedly has one in his office, and students at Rochester Institute of Technology built a 

historically-accurate replica in 2019 based on Ramelli’s drawings. 

 

https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2013/02/behold-the-kindle-of-the-16th-century/273577/
https://books.google.fi/books?id=p7h_AgAAQBAJ&lpg=PA11&dq=anyone%20who%20takes%20pleasure%20in%20study%2C%20especially%20those%20who%20are%20indisposed%20and%20tormented%20by%20gout.%E2%80%9D&pg=PA11#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://books.google.fi/books?id=p7h_AgAAQBAJ&lpg=PA11&dq=anyone%20who%20takes%20pleasure%20in%20study%2C%20especially%20those%20who%20are%20indisposed%20and%20tormented%20by%20gout.%E2%80%9D&pg=PA11#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691171982/the-evolution-of-knowledge
https://www.jstor.org/stable/3102199
https://www.mhpbooks.com/agostino-ramellis-book-wheel/
https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/behold-the-renaissance-bookwheel
https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/behold-the-renaissance-bookwheel
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https://publicdomainreview.org/collection/agostino-ramelli-theatre-of-

machines?utm_source=JSTORDaily&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=JSTORDaily 

https://publicdomainreview.org/collection/agostino-ramelli-theatre-of-machines?utm_source=JSTORDaily&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=JSTORDaily
https://publicdomainreview.org/collection/agostino-ramelli-theatre-of-machines?utm_source=JSTORDaily&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=JSTORDaily
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World-first imaging probe searches for cancer with lasers and sound 

By Nick Lavars 

 

The prototype ultrasonic probe can produce a 3D map revealing the stiffness and spatial features of 

structures measured in the nanoscale 

University of Nottingham 

Scientists at the University of Nottingham have developed a first-of-its-kind imaging sensor designed to be 

deployed inside the human body to build 3D maps of cellular structures. The prototype device, which 

combines lasers and sound waves in an optical fiber no thicker than a human hair, could be used in 

conjunction with standard endoscopes to reveal abnormalities in cells indicative of cancer. 

Described as a world-first, the fiber-optic ultrasonic probe developed by the University of Nottingham team 

was dreamt up as a clinical solution to some of the shortcomings around cellular imaging. This currently 

requires large and complex scientific instruments in research labs, and also often involves fluorescent labels 

made with chemicals that can pose a risk to human cells in large enough doses. 

https://newatlas.com/author/nick-lavars/
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“Techniques capable of measuring if a tumor cell is stiff have been realized with laboratory microscopes, but 

these powerful tools are cumbersome, immobile, and unadaptable to patient-facing clinical settings," says 

team member Dr Salvatore La Cavera III. "Nanoscale ultrasonic technology in an endoscopic capacity is 

poised to make that leap.” 

Image shows the newly developed ultrasonic probe alongside a US penny for scale 

University of Nottingham 

The imaging sensor features a pair of lasers, one of which is converted into high-frequency sound particles 

called phonons by a metal layer in the tip of the fiber. These phonons are pumped into the surrounding tissue, 

which causes a scattering of the sound waves that then collide with the second laser. By analyzing these 

collisions, the system can visually recreate the shape of the traveling sound wave, which can reveal useful 

characteristics about the cells it has passed through. 

Critically, this includes both geometry and its stiffness. In this way, the team likens its new tool to the way 

physicians might physically feel for abnormalities and stiffness beneath the skin that could be indicative of 

cancer. Its ultrasonic probe, however, can produce a 3D map revealing the stiffness and spatial features of 

structures measured in the nanoscale with similar, or even greater, detail than microscopic images. 

3D maps of model biological cells built with the new ultrasonic sensor (bottom) compared to traditional 

microscope images (top) 

University of Nottingham 

According to the scientists, the tiny imaging device can be fitted to a single optical fiber or integrated into the 

bunches of 10-20,000 fibers used in conventional endoscopes. These devices consist of thin tubes equipped 

with lights and cameras that can be inserted into the body to search for signs of disease, and the team hopes 

by combining them with their new probe, they can open up new possibilities in the realm of clinical 

diagnostics. 

“We believe the system's ability to measure the stiffness of a specimen, its bio-compatibility, and its 

endoscopic-potential, all while accessing the nanoscale, are what set it apart," says Dr Salvatore La Cavera 

III. "These features set the technology up for future measurements inside the body; towards the ultimate goal 

of minimally invasive point-of-care diagnostics." 

The team is now exploring the tool's potential around cell and tissue imaging applications, but imagine it 

could also have value in precision manufacturing, where it could be used for surface inspections and material 

characterization. 
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The research was published in the journal Light: Science & Applications. 

Source: University of Nottingham 

We recommend 

1. Gestational Weight Gain Linked to Childhood Allergic Conditions 

Endocrinology Advisor, 2020 

2. Laser cleavable probes for in situ multiplexed glycan detection by single cell mass spectrometry 
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GenomeWeb, 2012 
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Nick Lavars 

Nick has been writing and editing at New Atlas for over six years, where he has covered everything from 

distant space probes to self-driving cars to oddball animal science. He previously spent time at The 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41377-021-00532-7
https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/news/worlds-first-fibre-optic-ultrasonic-imaging-probe-for-future-nanoscale-disease-diagnostics
https://www.endocrinologyadvisor.com/home/topics/general-endocrinology/gestational-weight-gain-tied-to-childhood-allergic-conditions/?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Cardiology_Advisor_TrendMD_1
https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2019/sc/c9sc03912k?utm_campaign=ChemSci&utm_medium=advert&utm_source=TrendMD
https://www.genomeweb.com/i-hear-you?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1
https://www.genomeweb.com/people-news-amy-abernethy-ajay-gopal-deena-bahri-david-king-more?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1#.WzoctFUzaUk
https://www.genomeweb.com/sanford-burnham-intrexon-strike-ipsc-collaboration?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1
https://www.endocrinologyadvisor.com/home/topics/general-endocrinology/painless-chronic-pancreatitis-associated-with-exocrine-and-endocrine-insufficiency/?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Cardiology_Advisor_TrendMD_1
https://newatlas.com/author/nick-lavars/
https://newatlas.com/author/nick-lavars/
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Conversation, Mashable and The Santiago Times, earning a Masters degree in communications from 

Melbourne’s RMIT University along the way. 

 

https://newatlas.com/medical/world-first-imaging-probe-cancer-lasers-sound-nottingham/  
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About Play-Acting 

by Mark Twain 

 

I 

I have a project to suggest. But first I will write a chapter of introduction. 

I have just been witnessing a remarkable play, here at the Burg Theatre in Vienna. I do not know of any play 

that much resembles it. In fact, it is such a departure from the common laws of the drama that the name 'play' 

doesn't seem to fit it quite snugly. However, whatever else it may be, it is in any case a great and stately 

metaphysical poem, and deeply fascinating. 'Deeply fascinating' is the right term: for the audience sat four 

hours and five minutes without thrice breaking into applause, except at the close of each act; sat rapt and 

silent-- fascinated. This piece is 'The Master of Palmyra.' It is twenty years old; yet I doubt if you have ever 

heard of it. It is by Wilbrandt, and is his masterpiece and the work which is to make his name permanent in 

German literature. It has never been played anywhere except in Berlin and in the great Burg Theatre in 

Vienna. Yet whenever it is put on the stage it packs the house, and the free list is suspended. I know people 

who have seem it ten times; they know the most of it by heart; they do not tire of it; and they say they shall 

still be quite willing to go and sit under its spell whenever they get the opportunity. 

There is a dash of metempsychosis in it--and it is the strength of the piece. The play gave me the sense of the 

passage of a dimly connected procession of dream-pictures. The scene of it is Palmyra in Roman times. It 

covers a wide stretch of time--I don't know how many years--and in the course of it the chief actress is 

reincarnated several times: four times she is a more or less young woman, and once she is a lad. In the first act 

she is Zoe--a Christian girl who has wandered across the desert from Damascus to try to Christianise the 

Zeus-worshipping pagans of Palmyra. In this character she is wholly spiritual, a religious enthusiast, a 

devotee who covets martyrdom--and gets it. 

After many years she appears in the second act as Phoebe, a graceful and beautiful young light-o'-love from 

Rome, whose soul is all for the shows and luxuries and delights of this life--a dainty and capricious feather- 

head, a creature of shower and sunshine, a spoiled child, but a charming one. In the third act, after an interval 

of many years, she reappears as Persida, mother of a daughter who is in the fresh bloom of youth. She is now 

a sort of combination of her two earlier selves: in religious loyalty and subjection she is Zoe: in triviality of 

character and shallowness of judgement--together with a touch of vanity in dress--she is Phoebe. 

After a lapse of years she appears in the fourth act as Nymphas, a beautiful boy, in whose character the 

previous incarnations are engagingly mixed. 

And after another stretch of years all these heredities are joined in the Zenobia of the fifth act--a person of 

gravity, dignity, sweetness, with a heart filled with compassion for all who suffer, and a hand prompt to put 

into practical form the heart's benignant impulses. 

https://americanliterature.com/author/mark-twain
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There are a number of curious and interesting features in this piece. For instance, its hero, Appelles, young, 

handsome, vigorous, in the first act, remains so all through the long flight of years covered by the five acts. 

Other men, young in the firs act, are touched with gray in the second, are old and racked with infirmities in 

the third; in the fourth, all but one are gone to their long home, and this one is a blind and helpless hulk of 

ninety or a hundred years. It indicates that the stretch of time covered by the piece is seventy years or more. 

The scenery undergoes decay, too--the decay of age assisted and perfected by a conflagration. The fine new 

temples and palaces of the second act are by-and-by a wreck of crumbled walls and prostrate columns, 

mouldy, grass- grown, and desolate; but their former selves are still recognisable in their ruins. The ageing 

men and the ageing scenery together convey a profound illusion of that long lapse of time: they make you live 

it yourself! You leave the theatre with the weight of a century upon you. 

Another strong effect: Death, in person, walks about the stage in every act. So far as I could make out, he was 

supposably not visible to any excepting two persons--the one he came for and Appelles. He used various 

costumes: but there was always more black about them than any other tint; and so they were always sombre. 

Also they were always deeply impressive and, indeed, awe-inspiring. The face was not subjected to changes, 

but remained the same first and last--a ghastly white. To me he was always welcome, he seemed so real--the 

actual Death, not a play-acting artificiality. He was of a solemn and stately carriage; and he had a deep voice, 

and used it with a noble dignity. Wherever there was a turmoil of merry-making or fighting or feasting or 

chaffing or quarreling, or a gilded pageant, or other manifestation of our trivial and fleeting life, into it drifted 

that black figure with the corpse- face, and looked its fateful look and passed on; leaving its victim shuddering 

and smitten. And always its coming made the fussy human pack seem infinitely pitiful and shabby, and hardly 

worth the attention of either saving or damning. 

In the beginning of the first act the young girl Zoe appears by some great rocks in the desert, and sits down 

exhausted, to rest. Presently arrive a pauper couple stricken with age and infirmities; and they begin to 

mumble and pray to the Spirit of Life, who is said to inhabit that spot. The Spirit of Life appears; also Death--

uninvited. They are (supposably) invisible. Death, tall, black-robed, corpse-faced, stands motionless and 

waits. The aged couple pray to the Spirit of Life for a means to prop up their existence and continue it. Their 

prayer fails. The Spirit of Life prophesies Zoe's martyrdom; it will take place before night. Soon Appelles 

arrives, young and vigorous and full of enthusiasm: he has led a host against the Persians and won the battle; 

he is the pet of fortune, rich, honoured, believed, 'Master of Palmyra'. He has heard that whoever stretches 

himself out on one of those rocks there and asks for a deathless life can have his wish. He laughs at the 

tradition, but wants to make the trial anyway. The invisible Spirit of Life warns him! 'Life without end can be 

regret without end.' But he persists: let him keep his youth, his strength, and his mental faculties unimpaired, 

and he will take all the risks. He has his desire. 

From this time forth, act after act, the troubles and sorrows and misfortunes and humiliations of life beat upon 

him without pity or respite; but he will not give up, he will not confess his mistake. Whenever he meets Death 

he still furiously defies him--but Death patiently waits. He, the healer of sorrows, is man's best friend: the 

recognition of this will come. As the years drag on, and on, and on, the friends of the Master's youth grow 

old; and one by one they totter to the grave: he goes on with his proud fight, and will not yield. At length he is 

wholly alone in the world; all his friends are dead; last of all, his darling of darlings, his son, the lad 

Nymphas, who dies in his arms. His pride is broken now; and he would welcome Death, if Death would 

come, if Death would hear his prayers and give him peace. The closing act is fine and pathetic. Appelles 

meets Zenobia, the helper of all who suffer, and tells her his story, which moves her pity. By common report 

she is endowed with more than earthly powers; and since he cannot have the boon of death, he appeals to her 
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to drown his memory in forgetfulness of his griefs--forgetfulness 'which is death's equivalent'. She says 

(roughly translated), in an exaltation of compassion: 

'Come to me! 

Kneel; and may the power be granted me To cool the fires of this poor tortured brain, And bring it peace and 

healing.' 

He kneels. From her hand, which she lays upon his head, a mysterious influence steals through him; and he 

sinks into a dreamy tranquility. 

'Oh, if I could but so drift Through this soft twilight into the night of peace, Never to wake again! 

(Raising his hand, as if in benediction.) 

O mother earth, farewell! Gracious thou were to me. Farewell! Appelles goes to rest.' 

Death appears behind him and encloses the uplifted hand in his. Appelles shudders, wearily and slowly turns, 

and recognises his life-long adversary. He smiles and puts all his gratitude into one simple and touching 

sentence, 'Ich danke dir,' and dies. 

Nothing, I think, could be more moving, more beautiful, than this close. This piece is just one long, soulful, 

sardonic laugh at human life. Its title might properly be 'Is Life a Failure?' and leave the five acts to play with 

the answer. I am not at all sure that the author meant to laugh at life. I only notice that he has done it. Without 

putting into words any ungracious or discourteous things about life, the episodes in the piece seem to be 

saying all the time, inarticulately: 'Note what a silly poor thing human life is; how childish its ambitions, how 

ridiculous its pomps, how trivial its dignities, how cheap its heroisms, how capricious its course, how brief its 

flight, how stingy in happinesses, how opulent in miseries, how few its prides, how multitudinous its 

humiliations, how comic its tragedies, how tragic its comedies, how wearisome and monotonous its repetition 

of its stupid history through the ages, with never the introduction of a new detail; how hard it has tried, from 

the Creation down, to play itself upon its possessor as a boon and has never proved its case in a single 

instance!' 

Take note of some of the details of the piece. Each of the five acts contains an independent tragedy of its own. 

In each act someone's edifice of hope, or of ambition, or of happiness, goes down in ruins. Even Appelles' 

perennial youth is only a long tragedy, and his life a failure. There are two martyrdoms in the piece; and they 

are curiously and sarcastically contrasted. In the first act the pagans persecute Zoe, the Christian girl, and a 

pagan mob slaughters her. In the fourth act those same pagans--now very old and zealous--are become 

Christians, and they persecute the pagans; a mob of them slaughters the pagan youth, Nymphas, who is 

standing up for the old gods of his fathers. No remark is made about this picturesque failure of civilisation; 

but there it stands, as an unworded suggestion that civilisation, even when Christianised, was not able wholly 

to subdue the natural man in that old day--just as in our day the spectacle of a shipwrecked French crew 

clubbing women and children who tried to climb into the lifeboats suggests that civilisation has not succeeded 

in entirely obliterating the natural man even yet. Common sailors a year ago, in Paris, at a fire, the aristocracy 
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of the same nation clubbed girls and women out of the way to save themselves. Civilisation tested at top and 

bottom both, you see. And in still another panic of fright we have this same tough civilisation saving its 

honour by condemning an innocent man to multiform death, and hugging and whitewashing the guilty one. 

In the second act a grand Roman official is not above trying to blast Appelles' reputation by falsely charging 

him with misappropriating public moneys. Appelles, who is too proud to endure even the suspicion of 

irregularity, strips himself to naked poverty to square the unfair account, and his troubles begin: the blight 

which is to continue and spread strikes his life; for the frivolous, pretty creature whom he brought from Rome 

has no taste for poverty and agrees to elope with a more competent candidate. Her presence in the house has 

previously brought down the pride and broken the heart of Appelles' poor old mother; and her life is a failure. 

Death comes for her, but is willing to trade her for the Roman girl; so the bargain is struck with Appelles, and 

the mother is spared for the present. 

No one's life escapes the blight. Timoleus, the gay satirist of the first two acts, who scoffed at the pious 

hypocrisies and money-grubbing ways of the great Roman lords, is grown old and fat and blear-eyed and 

racked with disease in the third, has lost his stately purities, and watered the acid of his wit. His life has 

suffered defeat. Unthinkingly he swears by Zeus--from ancient habit--and then quakes with fright; for a 

fellow-communicant is passing by. Reproached by a pagan friend of his youth for his apostasy, he confesses 

that principle, when unsupported by an assenting stomach, has to climb down. One must have bread; and 'the 

bread is Christian now.' Then the poor old wreck, once so proud of his iron rectitude, hobbles away, coughing 

and barking. 

In that same act Appelles give his sweet young Christian daughter and her fine young pagan lover his consent 

and blessing, and makes them utterly happy--for five minutes. Then the priest and the mob come, to tear them 

apart and put the girl in a nunnery; for marriage between the sects is forbidden. Appelles' wife could dissolve 

the rule; and she wants to do it; but under priestly pressure she wavers; then, fearing that in providing 

happiness for her child she would be committing a sin dangerous to her own, she goes over to the opposition, 

and throws the casting vote for the nunnery. The blight has fallen upon the young couple, and their life is a 

failure. 

In the fourth act, Longinus, who made such a prosperous and enviable start in the first act, is left alone in the 

desert, sick, blind, helpless, incredibly old, to die: not a friend left in the world--another ruined life. And in 

that act, also, Appelles' worshipped boy, Nymphas, done to death by the mob, breathes out his last sigh in his 

father's arms--one more failure. In the fifth act, Appelles himself dies, and is glad to do it; he who so 

ignorantly rejoiced, only four acts before, over the splendid present of an earthly immortality--the very worst 

failure of the lot! 

II 

Now I approach my project. Here is the theatre list for Saturday, May 7, 1898, cut from the advertising 

columns of a New York paper: 

[graphic here] 
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Now I arrive at my project, and make my suggestion. From the look of this lightsome feast, I conclude that 

what you need is a tonic. Send for 'The Master of Palmyra.' You are trying to make yourself believe that life is 

a comedy, that its sole business is fun, that there is nothing serious in it. You are ignoring the skeleton in your 

closet. Send for 'The Master of Palmyra.' You are neglecting a valuable side of your life; presently it will be 

atrophied. You are eating too much mental sugar; you will bring on Bright's disease of the intellect. You need 

a tonic; you need it very much. Send for 'The Master of Palmyra.' You will not need to translate it; its story is 

as plain as a procession of pictures. 

I have made my suggestion. Now I wish to put an annex to it. And that is this: It is right and wholesome to 

have those light comedies and entertaining shows; and I shouldn't wish to see them diminished. But none of 

us is always in the comedy spirit; we have our graver moods; they come to us all; the lightest of us cannot 

escape them. These moods have their appetites--healthy and legitimate appetites--and there ought to be some 

way of satisfying them. It seems to me that New York ought to have one theatre devoted to tragedy. With her 

three millions of population, and seventy outside millions to draw upon, she can afford it, she can support it. 

America devotes more time, labour, money and attention to distributing literary and musical culture among 

the general public than does any other nation, perhaps; yet here you find her neglecting what is possibly the 

most effective of all the breeders and nurses and disseminators of high literary taste and lofty emotion--the 

tragic stage. To leave that powerful agency out is to haul the culture-wagon with a crippled team. Nowadays, 

when a mood comes which only Shakespeare can set to music, what must we do? Read Shakespeare 

ourselves! Isn't it pitiful? It is playing an organ solo on a jew's-harp. We can't read. None but the Booths can 

do it. 

Thirty years ago Edwin Booth played 'Hamlet' a hundred nights in New York. With three times the 

population, how often is 'Hamlet' played now in a year? If Booth were back now in his prime, how often 

could he play it in New York? Some will say twenty-five nights. I will say three hundred, and say it with 

confidence. The tragedians are dead; but I think that the taste and intelligence which made their market are 

not. 

What has come over us English-speaking people? During the first half of this century tragedies and great 

tragedians were as common with us as farce and comedy; and it was the same in England. Now we have not a 

tragedian, I believe, and London, with her fifty shows and theatres, has but three, I think. It is an astonishing 

thing, when you come to consider it. Vienna remains upon the ancient basis: there has been no change. She 

sticks to the former proportions: a number of rollicking comedies, admirably played, every night; and also 

every night at the Burg Theatre--that wonder of the world for grace and beauty and richness and splendour 

and costliness--a majestic drama of depth and seriousness, or a standard old tragedy. It is only within the last 

dozen years that men have learned to do miracles on the stage in the way of grand and enchanting scenic 

effects; and it is at such a time as this that we have reduced our scenery mainly to different breeds of parlours 

and varying aspects of furniture and rugs. I think we must have a Burg in New York, and Burg scenery, and a 

great company like the Burg company. Then, with a tragedy-tonic once or twice a month, we shall enjoy the 

comedies all the better. Comedy keeps the heart sweet; but we all know that there is wholesome refreshment 

for both mind and heart in an occasional climb among the solemn pomps of the intellectual snow-summits 

built by Shakespeare and those others. Do I seem to be preaching? It is out of my life: I only do it because the 

rest of the clergy seem to be on vacation. 

https://americanliterature.com/author/mark-twain/short-story/about-play-acting 
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Nuestros socios 

 

University of California aporta financiación como institución fundacional de The Conversation US. 

Ver todos los asociados 

 

Creemos en el libre flujo de información 

Republique nuestros artículos libremente, en impreso o digital, bajo licencia Creative Commons 

For 149 years, Americans have marked Arbor Day on the last Friday in April by planting trees. Now business 

leaders, politicians, YouTubers and celebrities are calling for the planting of millions, billions or even trillions 

of trees to slow climate change. 

As ecologists who study forest restoration, we know that trees store carbon, provide habitat for animals and 

plants, prevent erosion and create shade in cities. But as we have explained elsewhere in detail, planting 

trees is not a silver bullet for solving complex environmental and social problems. And for trees to produce 

benefits, they need to be planted correctly – which often is not the case. 

https://theconversation.com/institutions/university-of-california-office-of-the-president-2148
https://theconversation.com/es/partners
https://www.arborday.org/celebrate/history.cfm
https://www.1t.org/
https://www.1t.org/
https://www.wri.org/blog/2020/02/how-where-plant-trees-us
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HPJKxAhLw5I
https://www.vogue.co.uk/news/article/gisele-bundchen-40-birthday-trees
https://trilliontrees.org/
https://trilliontrees.org/
https://scholar.google.es/citations?user=LqwnWIoAAAAJ&hl=en
https://scholar.google.co.jp/citations?user=0f_YV1wAAAAJ&hl=en
https://doi.org/10.1126/science.aba8232
https://theconversation.com/institutions/university-of-california-office-of-the-president-2148
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Planting trees can have both positive and negative effects, depending on how projects are planned and 

managed and where they are done. Vanessa Sontag, modified from Holl and Brancalion 2020., CC BY-ND 

Tree-planting is not a panacea 

It is impossible for humanity to plant its way out of climate change, as some advocates have suggested, 

although trees are one part of the solution. Scientific assessments show that avoiding the worst consequences 

of climate change will require governments, businesses and individuals around the globe to make rapid and 

drastic efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

Moreover, planting trees in the wrong place can have unintended consequences. For example, planting trees 

into native grasslands, such as North American prairies or African savannas, can damage these valuable 

ecosystems. 

Our mission is to share knowledge and inform decisions. 

About us 

https://images.theconversation.com/files/396141/original/file-20210420-23-1cy5iup.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://images.theconversation.com/files/396141/original/file-20210420-23-1cy5iup.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/4.0/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jul/04/planting-billions-trees-best-tackle-climate-crisis-scientists-canopy-emissions
https://www.ipcc.ch/2020/07/31/energy-climatechallenge/
https://www.ipcc.ch/2020/07/31/energy-climatechallenge/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAoVZoZpqro
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAoVZoZpqro
https://theconversation.com/when-tree-planting-actually-damages-ecosystems-120786
https://theconversation.com/when-tree-planting-actually-damages-ecosystems-120786
https://images.theconversation.com/files/396141/original/file-20210420-23-1cy5iup.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
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A monoculture of exotic eucalyptus trees (background) planted into a a native grassland within the Brazilian 

Cerrado, a global hot spot for conservation priorities. Transforming an open ecosystem into a shaded 

monoculture plantation harms native plant and animal species and reduces the water supply for local people 

and aquatic creatures. Robin Chazdon, CC BY-ND 

Planting fast-growing, nonnative trees in arid areas may also reduce water supplies. And some top-down tree-

planting programs implemented by international organizations or national governments displace farmers 

and lead them to clear forests elsewhere. 

Large-scale tree-planting initiatives have failed in locations from Sri Lanka to Turkey to Canada. In some 

places, the tree species were not well suited to local soil and climate conditions. Elsewhere, the trees were not 

watered or fertilized. In some cases local people removed trees that were planted on their land without 

permission. And when trees die or are cut down, any carbon they have taken up returns to the atmosphere, 

negating benefits from planting them. 

Focus on growing trees 

https://images.theconversation.com/files/396108/original/file-20210420-17-llbbwr.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://images.theconversation.com/files/396108/original/file-20210420-17-llbbwr.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/4.0/
https://theconversation.com/planting-trees-must-be-done-with-care-it-can-create-more-problems-than-it-addresses-128259
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1014773107
https://doi.org/10.1111/rec.12492
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jan/30/most-of-11m-trees-planted-in-turkish-project-may-be-dead
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/article/how-to-regrow-forest-right-way-minimize-fire-water-use
https://www.theweek.in/news/world/2020/08/10/pakistan-locals-at-khyber-uproot-trees-planted-by-government.html
https://images.theconversation.com/files/396108/original/file-20210420-17-llbbwr.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
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We think it’s time to change the narrative from tree-planting to tree-growing. Most tree-planting efforts focus 

on digging a hole and putting a seedling in the ground, but the work doesn’t stop there. And tree-planting 

diverts attention from promoting natural forest regrowth. 

To achieve benefits from tree-planting, the trees need to grow for a decade or more. Unfortunately, evidence 

suggests that reforested areas are often recleared within a decade or two. We recommend that tree-growing 

efforts set targets for the area of forest restored after 10, 20 or 50 years, rather than focusing on numbers of 

seedlings planted. 

And it may not even be necessary to actively plant trees. For example, much of the eastern U.S. was logged in 

the 18th and 19th centuries. But for the past century, where nature has been left to take its course, large areas 

of forests have regrown without people planting trees. 

 

This forest in southwestern Virginia was logged in the 1800s and has since regrown naturally, like most 

forests in the eastern United States. Leighton Reid, CC BY-ND 

Helping tree-growing campaigns succeed 

Tree-growing is expected to receive unprecedented financial, political and societal support in the coming 

years as part of the U.N. Decade on Ecosystem Restoration and ambitious initiatives such as the Bonn 

Challenge and World Economic Forum 1t.org campaign to conserve, restore and grow 1 trillion trees. It 

would be an enormous waste to squander this unique opportunity. 

Here are key guidelines that we and others have proposed to improve the outcomes of tree-planting 

campaigns. 

• Keep existing forests standing. Global Forest Watch, an online platform that monitors forests around 

the world, estimates that the Earth lost an area of rainforest the size of New Mexico in 2020. It is 

much more effective to prevent clearing of existing forests than to try to put them back together 

https://www.worldagroforestry.org/publication/tree-planting-tree-growing-rethinking-ecosystem-restoration-through-trees
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HPJKxAhLw5I
https://www.iis-rio.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/IIS_CI_CIFOR._Progress_report_natural_regeneration_.pdf
https://theconversation.com/restoring-tropical-forests-isnt-meaningful-if-those-forests-only-stand-for-10-or-20-years-107880
https://doi.org/10.2307/2260864
https://doi.org/10.2307/2260864
https://images.theconversation.com/files/396620/original/file-20210422-17-yynlwg.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://images.theconversation.com/files/396620/original/file-20210422-17-yynlwg.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/4.0/
https://www.decadeonrestoration.org/
https://www.bonnchallenge.org/content/challenge
https://www.bonnchallenge.org/content/challenge
https://appliedecologistsblog.com/2020/09/02/how-can-we-improve-tree-planting-outcomes/1t.org
https://doi.org/10.1111/1365-2664.13725
https://doi.org/10.1111/gcb.15498
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SqWp65AtgZc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SqWp65AtgZc
https://www.worldwildlife.org/blogs/sustainability-works/posts/planting-trees-is-good-saving-existing-forests-is-better-protecting-people-and-nature-is-best
https://www.globalforestwatch.org/about/
https://blog.globalforestwatch.org/data-and-research/global-tree-cover-loss-data-2020/
https://theconversation.com/want-to-beat-climate-change-protect-our-natural-forests-121491
https://images.theconversation.com/files/396620/original/file-20210422-17-yynlwg.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
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again. And existing forests provide benefits now, rather than decades into the future after trees 

mature. 

Protecting existing forests often requires providing alternative income for people who maintain trees on their 

land rather than logging them or growing crops. It also is important to strengthen enforcement of protected 

areas, and to promote supply chains for timber and agricultural products that do not involve forest-clearing. 

• Include nearby communities in tree-growing projects. International organizations and national 

governments fund many tree-growing projects, but their goals may be quite different from those of 

local residents who are actually growing the trees on their land. Study after study has shown 

that involving local farmers and communities in the process, from planning through monitoring, 

is key to tree-growing success. 

 

A farmer and representatives from an international NGO and a restoration company. discuss where to plant 

native trees on a cattle ranch in the Brazilian Amazon. Pedro Brancalion, CC BY-ND 

https://www.rncalliance.org/WebRoot/rncalliance/Shops/rncalliance/509E/0633/706F/6EAF/F598/C0A8/D2F8/45D2/DTP2_239_English_Brancalion_0020_et_0020_al_4-10-12.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41559-021-01417-z
https://doi.org/10.1007/s00267-013-0213-7
http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/1748-9326/ab96d1
https://images.theconversation.com/files/396112/original/file-20210420-19-jirviz.jpeg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
https://images.theconversation.com/files/396112/original/file-20210420-19-jirviz.jpeg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/4.0/
https://images.theconversation.com/files/396112/original/file-20210420-19-jirviz.jpeg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
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• Start with careful planning. Which species are most likely to grow well given local site conditions? 

Which species will best achieve the project’s goals? And who will take care of the trees after they 

are planted? 

It is important to plant in areas where trees have grown historically, and to consider whether future climatic 

conditions are likely to support trees. Planting in areas that are less productive for agriculture reduces the risk 

that the land will be recleared or existing forests will be cut down to compensate for lost productive areas. 

• Plan for the long term. Most tree seedlings need care to survive and grow. This may include multi-

year commitments to water, fertilize, weed and protect them from grazing or fire and monitor 

whether the venture achieves its goals. 

We encourage people who support tree-growing efforts to ask where the money is going – to the 

organization’s managers, or to landowners who are actually growing the trees? Who is monitoring the effort 

and how long will they track it? 

Growing trees can help solve some of the most pressing challenges of our time. But it is important to 

understand that planting seedlings is just the first step. 

 

https://theconversation.com/arbor-day-should-be-about-growing-trees-not-just-planting-them-

153776?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20April%2

027%202021%20-

%201931118897&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20April%2027%202021

%20-

%201931118897+CID_6dbce6d9c24dfea791211786031d6eec&utm_source=campaign_monitor_us&utm_ter

m=Arbor%20Day%20should%20be%20about%20growing%20trees%20not%20just%20planting%20them 
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The ‘prehistory’ of philosophy of science (11): On ancient science and scientific progress, or 

Artemidorus’ dream 

ByJesús Zamora Bonilla May 17, 2021 0 comments 

Mummy of a Greek youth, aged 19-

21, named Artemidorus. 100-120 AD. Credit: © The Trustees of the British Museum / Image 

released under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC 

BY-NC-SA 4.0) 

https://mappingignorance.org/2021/05/17/the-prehistory-of-philosophy-of-science-11-on-ancient-science-and-scientific-progress-or-artemidorus-dream/#author
https://mappingignorance.org/2021/05/17/the-prehistory-of-philosophy-of-science-11-on-ancient-science-and-scientific-progress-or-artemidorus-dream/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#comments
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Just to take stock of what we have encountered in the previous entries of this series, regarding the 

ideas of contemporary philosophy of science than can find some kind of ‘ancestor’ in the works of 

ancient ‘philosophers’, we can mention Plato’s and Aristotle’s discussion about what are the 

essential differences and relationships between ‘scientific’ and other ‘lesser’ types of knowledge 

(like ‘opinion’ or ‘experience’), the former’s insights about the virtues of ‘theoretical unification’, 

as well as the latter’s analysis of the idea of ‘demonstration’ and of the different types of ‘causal 

explanation’ (including a rudimentary view of the notion of ‘supervenience’), and, going beyond 

the work of these two philosophical giants, we have also seen how the fundamental roles of 

empirical observation and careful logical reasoning (more than metaphysical speculation) were 

also established as the cornerstones of scientific research by the philosophers of the Hellenistic 

times. We also mentioned in the first entry of the series that there are stark differences not only 

between ancient and contemporary science, but on the philosophical understanding of the nature 

and structure of science: first, the institutional ‘entrenchment’ of science was very precarious in 

Greek and Roman times, as compared to how they become after the Scientific Revolution of the 

Modern Age, and especially after the State started to be its main patron in the 19th and 

20th centuries, and hence most of science’s social aspects were basically out of sight for ancient 

philosophers (though not completely, as we shall see in a moment); and second, contemporary 

epistemologists are more aware than their ancient predecessors of the provisionality and mere 

probability of scientific knowledge, perhaps due to our having experienced the dethronement of 

many theories that once were considered the epitome of certain knowledge (but, as I shall 

comment, this difference is perhaps restricted to the philosophical interpretation of ‘knowledge’, 

and not a faithful description of the ancient ‘natural philosophers’ real attitude 

towards their attainments). 

In this entry I am going to depart a little bit from what ‘philosophers’ (I mean, philosophers in their 

task of lucubrating about the ‘epistemological or metaphysical foundations’ of science) said about 

the topic, and will focus instead on the (‘philosophical’) view of ‘science’ held by ‘practicing 

scientists’ and ‘intellectuals’ widely understood had in the Ancient times. The many inverted 

commas in the preceding sentence are due to the fact that, by then, most of what is mentioned 

there was just named philosophy/philosopher/philosophical, and we have to attend mostly to 

what the relevant people did, in order to classify them more as ‘a scientist’ (the closer expression 

in the times would be physikos -or physicus, in Latin- what after all was just an abbreviation of 

‘natural philosopher’) or as ‘an intellectual’ (i.e., somebody writing about these topics without 

pretending being in the task of providing us with anything close to a ‘philosophical grounding’ of 

knowledge, nature, or whatever). In conversations on this topic, the authors of the era often 

referred to those involved in that kind of ‘grounding’ as ‘theologians’, though we don’t have to 

bring to our mind the image of a priesty professor trying to give a patina of rationality to the 

https://mappingignorance.org/2020/09/16/the-prehistory-of-philosophy-of-science-1-by-way-of-introduction/
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religion he or she happens to profess, but rather someone like Plato (with all his other-worldly 

metaphysics) or even Epicurus (who also talked about the gods, though as blissful, eternal and 

dainty collections of atoms navigating the infinite space without worrying at all about human 

miseries). This rather reflects the common view in the Hellenistic and Roman era (though based on 

Platonic and Aristotelian ideas) that ‘theology’ was the ‘science’ of the first principles, and that 

‘proper science’ (i.e., natural philosophy and mathematics, what Aristotle had called 

‘second philosophy’) only came afterwards. 

Hence, the fact is that, in the six centuries since Aristotle’s death till the climax of the Roman 

Empire before the almost mortal crisis of the mid-3rd century, it is when ancient science produced 

most of its greatest discoveries, and the people of the era were evidently conscious of the fact 

that ‘philosophy’ (‘theology’, ‘metaphysics’, or ‘first philosophy’) was clearly lagging behind 

‘science’ in terms of its fertility. Philosophical schools still reigned supreme in the intellectual 

domain, and wealthy people still sent their sons (much less their daughters) to Athens in order to 

be educated by the stars of the Academy, the Lyceum, or the Stoa. But as for the question of 

which one of these ‘schools’ had the ‘Truth’, the common consensus was that something like a 

permanent stalemate had been achieved, and an eclectic mix and balance of thesis and arguments 

about metaphysical questions (like that exemplified by Cicero) had become the most ‘elegant’ 

position amongst the literate classes. Instead, the same Cicero, as well as nearly every other 

author of the time, like Pliny, Strabo or Seneca, just to name a few, explicitly admitted that 

‘science’ (including mathematics and ‘natural philosophy’, as the knowledge of the causes and 

forms of natural phenomena, from astronomy to agriculture, from medicine to engineering) not 

only had progressed in the past, but was still progressing, even if some of their results were 

obviously ‘better’ than others. Seneca, for example, confided that ‘in the future’, empirical 

investigation would finally settle whether it is the sun what turns around the earth or vice versa, 

and even expected that, at some point, science would allow us to discover planets and star so faint 

that they are invisible to the naked eye. They also believed that this kind of progress was the most 

characteristic feature of ‘science’, and that this progress would spread towards all aspects of 

human life, making it better and more comfortable (cf. Carrier 2017). 

Surely, being this common-sense notion of ‘scientific progress’ more a ‘popular idea’ than a 

‘philosophical concept’, the Ancients basically lacked a doctored view of what this kind of progress 

might consist in, in the sense of a sophisticated discussion about what were the logical relations 

between ‘successive theories’ (they even lacked the idea of ‘scientific theories’ as entities 

susceptible of ‘logical analysis’, beyond the nuances of a Chryssipus we saw in the last entry), a 

clear conceptual framework to understand the relations between ‘pure’ and ‘applied science’, or 

even a notion similar to that of Imre Lakatos’ ‘research programmes’ or Thomas Kuhn’s 

‘paradigms’. But they, and in particular the ‘natural scientists’ (or physikoi) themselves, ended 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crisis_of_the_Third_Century
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crisis_of_the_Third_Century
https://mappingignorance.org/2021/04/28/the-prehistory-of-philosophy-of-science-10-from-logical-stoicism-to-logical-positivism/
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having a rather clear idea of how scientific progress can be attained. Perhaps Galen (2nd-

3rd centuries AD), surely the most eminent medical scientist of the age, is the one that most clearly 

exemplified this, and his many ‘errors’ (mostly due to the impossibility, with the technics of the 

date, of understanding or manipulating anything in a living body that is so small that cannot 

directly be seen, like cells or biomolecules, or even capillaries) must not eclipse his astounding 

number of correct insights both in anatomy and in therapy. But I want to close this entry 

mentioning one much more obscure of Galen’s contemporaries: Artemidorus of Daldis (or ‘of 

Ephesus’, his real birthplace, though there were so many famous people from Ephesus, that he 

chose to be known after his mother’s city name). 

Artemidorus attempted to establish a new science that were rationally grounded on the methods 

that had been proved to be successful in many other fields, from medicine to geography, from 

astronomy to zoology: systematic collection of experiences, without being tutored by 

metaphysical speculations or apriorist prejudices, whereas organised according to the most logical 

and rational arguments. As the bravest geographers and natural historians did, he travelled almost 

all the known world (from Rome to Levant, from Greece to North Africa) in order to gain 

knowledge from the experience of ordinary people and what we would call ‘village healers’, 

interviewing probably thousands of individuals, what, together with the reading of everything that 

had been written on the topic (what, by the way, he didn’t find very trustworthy), provided him 

with an impressive ‘database’ on which trying to build a logical system. His aim was no other than 

providing future ‘professionals’ with a guide that help them to make the best diagnoses and 

forecasts, bettering so the life of people as medicine and engineering had done and were doing. 

He wrote the most systematic book on the topic to date and for many centuries, perhaps not 

matched till the work of a well known author around 1900, though this was based on rather 

different hypotheses, of course. Artemidorus, however, though relatively more popular in the 

following centuries than most of the other scientific authors that had preceded him, was 

chronologically at the verge of the times of ancient science, and so he didn’t find successors of his 

ambition, cleverness and scientific talent, and hence his work became little more than a dream. 

Sorry, I have forgotten to mention the topic of Artemidorus’ research, but you can easily infer it 

from the title of his book: Oneirocritica. 
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After the Death of a Friend 

by Jayanta Mahapatra 

Issue no. 232 (Spring 2020) 

Over, the kite’s flight; and of a sudden 

is the realization of the morning overcome  

by the echo of dark nights, silent witness 

to the colorlessness crouching down before us.  

Stealing time is what’s been happening all the time.  

Is it because you’ve heard only your own cries, 

fifty years earlier, too, as they went by, adulterated with death? 

Or some shy, crumpled laughter carrying with it  

the air of an unspoken but certain defeat? 

Somewhere in my mind, I lose the ability 

to disappear, as the morning air moves listlessly about,  

indifferent to looks, or history, or roots. And here 

if I died, like this, dying for the person I was, 

or for the one I see coming in and out of your death,  

would that be a way out to save me 

from the solitude I’ve believed in and pursued 

in the same way I pursue the rush of blood in my veins? 

There is so much we’ve begun to pile upon you, more 

than all the lives we’ve had and have lost. Nothing whatever  

burns to ash. Years pass. Days, wisdom, the simple sadness. 

A slow-moving ray of sunlight walks me backward  

to a past turned magical by the virtue of its emptiness,  

this part of myself that never fails to embrace us. 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=37d496c237&e=d538c8f2e0 
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1. Researchers apply COVID-19 lessons to prevent future pandemics 

 

View Image Credit 

Researchers apply COVID-19 lessons to prevent future pandemics 

By Jason Bates 

Though other pandemics have affected the U.S. over the past 100 years, COVID-19 has been 

compared most often to the 1918 influenza pandemic in terms of its impact. Both events 

overwhelmed the health care system and drastically altered everyday life across the country. 

Decades of NSF research led to innovations such as polymerase chain reaction-based DNA analysis 

and the bacterial enzyme CRISPR. Building on this work, scientists and engineers were able to 

quickly respond to the country’s immediate needs -- discovering how the virus works and 

identifying methods to track its spread. Their contributions also laid the foundation for the rapid 

development of treatments and vaccines to protect people from the virus. 

Since May 2020, the U.S. National Science Foundation advanced COVID-19-related research efforts 

by distributing nearly $200 million in funding for more than 1,000 projects related to the virus and 

its impacts thanks to the support of Congress and the CARES Act. This helped biologists, 

epidemiologists, computer experts, physicists, engineers and social scientists developing solutions 

to address all aspects of the pandemic. 

https://beta.nsf.gov/science-matters/researchers-apply-covid-19-lessons-prevent-future-pandemics#hero-credit-caption
https://beta.nsf.gov/science-matters/nsf-providing-critical-support-covid-19-fight
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Scientists and engineers across the U.S. and around the globe worked on research projects that 

helped combat various aspects of the pandemic. Photo Credit: Northwestern University 

Helping scientists and engineers return to research 

While many scientists and engineers worked to respond to COVID-19, many more were forced to 

halt ongoing and valuable research due to campus and lab shutdowns. Among the hardest hit 

during the pandemic were women -- who disproportionately took increased responsibilities in 

childcare and other family responsibilities, early-career researchers, researchers from 

underrepresented groups and researchers at minority serving institutions. NSF is helping scientists 

and engineers resume their research through RAPID funding grants, extended deadlines and other 

approved funding methods. 

The Computer and Engineering and Information Science directorate offered up to two years of 

emergency funding under the Computing Innovation Fellows program for recent and soon-to-be 

Ph.D. graduates in computer and information science and engineering. NSF supported 59 fellows 

in 2020, of which 52 percent are women. Support for a second cohort of up to 70 new fellows is 

scheduled to be awarded in late summer. 

With labs and facilities closed, hands-on biology research was essentially impossible for many 

postdoctoral researchers. NSF offered to extend funding for those who simply need to make up for 

https://beta.nsf.gov/science-matters/rapid-responders-how-nsf-support-enabling-fight-against-covid-19-real-time
https://cifellows2020.org/2020-class/
https://cifellows2020.org/2020-class/
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lost time to get their research back on track and allowed recent awardees to push back the start of 

their awards until labs reopened. 

NSF launched the Build and Broaden program to support transformative social, behavioral and 

economic science research, training, and capacity at minority-serving institutions throughout the 

country. The program is increasing proposal submissions from minority-serving institutions by 

fostering research partnerships centered on those institutions, growing their scientific 

infrastructure and capacity. To date, the program has received more than 100 proposals. 

With the impact of the pandemic extending into a second year, NSF is developing additional ways 

to mitigate the effects on research. Thanks to Congress' passage of the American Rescue Plan, 

existing mechanisms will be used to distribute $600 million in funds to those most severely 

impacted and most vulnerable. 

 

A researcher talks with two students at Fisk University in Tennessee, one of many minority-serving 

institutions in the U.S. Photo Credit: Fisk University 

Preparing for and preventing future pandemics 

Pandemic-related work continues today. NSF is building on the successes of the past year to put 

the U.S. in better position to prepare for and respond to pandemics in the future. The widespread 

https://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=505864
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damage caused by COVID-19, along with a series of smaller disease outbreaks in the past 20 years 

that were contained before spreading globally, serves as a reminder that scientific and health 

communities must remain alert to prevent pandemics from becoming more frequent. 

NSF, with its multi-disciplinary reach and history of supporting fundamental research, is uniquely 

positioned to drive efforts to prepare for and prevent future pandemics. This vision 

includes incorporating lessons learned in the response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Many 

researchers have already found ways to apply COVID-19 work to future pandemic preparation, 

such as the team that dated the origin of the virus spread in Wuhan, China, before the first human 

cases were detected. Their method using molecular dating tools and epidemiological simulations 

can be applied in response to future pandemics. 

While scientists and engineers continue to propose new research projects to address aspects of 

pandemics, there is also a long-term strategy that leverages the combined efforts of experts across 

multiple scientific disciplines to address public health challenges. The Predictive Intelligence for 

Pandemic Prevention program will bring together experts from diverse fields to develop broader 

plans and the technology and knowledge to combat future pandemics. 

This program involves NSF's Office of International Science and Engineering and four NSF 

directorates: Biological Sciences; Computer Information Science and Engineering; Engineering; and 

Social, Behavioral and Economic Sciences. The initial areas of focus include rapid detection and 

assessment of emerging pathogens; monitoring the environment for disease transmission; 

understanding human behavioral and social processes and their impact on transmission and 

spread; and leveraging machine learning for preparedness. 

The value of decades of research was clearly demonstrated in the scientific community’s response 

to COVID-19. A a broad scientific search for innovative approaches will strengthen the U.S. defense 

against future pandemics and contribute to long-term prosperity. 
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